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Preface 
Distributed A! (DA!) and Multiagent Systems (MAS) are nowadays not only inte-
grated into the programme of any national and international AI conference but in 
many application domains the developed techniques are already applied in practi-
cal applications. Intelligent agents raise requirements to interaction abilities that 
go far beyond the pure functional interoperability. When pursuing local or global 
goals, agents must be able to coordinate their activities, exchange knowledge, and 
resolve confticts. 
Recently new technologies were developed which are likely to inftuence DA! 
and MAS research. This is especially true with industrial standards like ODP, 
OMG, and CORBA with respect to distributed object-oriented systems from which 
at least some of the MAS development tools have emerged. New programming 
languages for 'mobile agents' (e.g., Java, Telescript etc.) stimulate current re-
search. The goal is now to develop agent architectures which meet the require-
ments of these standards and innovations with respect to openness, tractability, 
and security aspects. 
We require tools for agent-oriented software development and it is necessary 
to develop methodologies to validate MAS. 
The papers in these working notes present subjects like: 
• usefulness of object-oriented analysis and design methodologies for MAS 
• coordination of active agents in open systems 
• communication concepts for MAS 
• agent-oriented perspectives to ODB, OMG, and CORBA 
• usefulness of Java to describe and implement agents in a MAS 
The overall goal of the workshop is to stimulate the discussion on how the new 
developments can be effectively integrated into the current research work. 
Klaus Fischer 
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Abstract 
Agent-oriented techniques are likely to be the next significant breakthrough in 
software development process. They provide a uniform approach throughout the 
analysis, design and implementation phases in the development life cyc1e. 
Agent-oriented techniques are a natural extension to object-oriented techniques, 
but while there is a whole pIethora of analysis and design methods in the object-
oriented paradigm, very little work has been reported on design and analysis methods 
in the agent-oriented community. 
After surveying and examining a number of well-known object-oriented design 
and analysis methods, we argue that none of these methods, provide the adequate 
model for the design and analysis of multi-agent systems. Therefore, we pro pose a 
new agent-specific methodology that is based on and builds upon object-oriented 
methods. We identify three major models that need to be build during the develop-
ment of multi-agent applications and describe the process of building these models. 
1 Introduction 
Agent-oriented programming or in more general terms agent-oriented techniques (AOT) pro-
vide a new approach that aims at supporting the whole software development process. Analysis, 
design, and implementation are done in a simple and natural way, at a level of abstraction more 
adequate to the problem to be solved. The goal of AOT is to handle all phases with a single, uni-
form concept, namely that of agents. 
During the analysis phase the acting entities of the problem domain are identified and mod-
elled as agents. Agents and their actions (or behavior) are refined and specified in the design 
phase. Finally, at the implementation phase, agents are programmed witb the aid of an agent-ori-
ented programming language or using a multi-agent development environment. 
AOT are a natural extension to object-oriented techniques (OOT), tbat are also aimed to sup-
port all phases of software development in a general and uniform way. Agents can be seen as ac-
tive objects. The differences between objects and agents, as stated by [Sh090], are (i) tbe structur-
ing of the internal state of an agent by mental notions like beliefs, goals, intentions, and the like, 
and (ü) characterization of messages by message types and the structuring of me$sages into proto-
cols. As a result of these conceptual differences, agent-oriented systems need to be analyzed, 
designed and implemented differently. 
While there is a plethora of analysis and design methods in the area of OOT, very little ha5 
been done for analysis and design in the agent-oriented community. This paper is aimed as a con· 
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tribution to this area. By looking at some well-known object-oriented analysis and design meth-
ods we highlight the inadequateness of these methods for modelling multi-agent systems. Never-
theless inspired by OOT we introduce a set of models and outline the process of building these 
models for the development of multi-agent systems (MAS). 
In section 2 we give a short survey of the general concepts in 00 analysis and investigate 
whether these concepts can be carried over to AO analysis. Based on this in section 3 we will 
present our models and a methodology that builds upon and uses some notations used in 00 
methods. Finally, we give an overview of the related work in section 4 and conclude with a sum-
mary and an outlook in section 5. 
2 Object-Oriented Analysis 
There are quite a number of approaches to object-oriented analysis (and design)1 such as the 
Object Modelling Technique [RBP+91], Responsibility Driven Design [WWW90], Object-
Oriented Software Engineering (Objectory) [JCJ+92], Object-Oriented Design [B0091], and the 
Fusion Method [CAB+94]. Abstracting away from their finer grained differences, conunon to 
most of these approaches one could identify the following step-wise procedure: 
1. The first step in the majority of methods is identifying the objects and classes in the system. 
2. After the objects/classes are identified, the static relationships among them are specified. 
These relationships are inheritance, aggregation or more general association relationships. 
3. Then the dynamic relationships, (i.e. events and messages) are specified. As for the dynamics, 
two aspects have to be considered: (i) 'dynamics in the large', that is, the messages exchanged 
between objects that build up the system behavior, and (ii) 'dynamics in the small', that is, the 
internal flow of states and events/messages within one object (sometimes called object life 
cycle). 
4. Finally the internal structure of the objects is described, i.e. the attributes are defined and the 
operations (methods) of the object are described. 
The result of these steps can be seen as three sub-models of a complete model of the system 
to be built. These models are named basic, static and dynamic models in [Bal94]. 
• The basic model contains the objects/classes and their attributes and operations. 
• The static model contains the structure of the system as described by the relationships 
among objects/classes as inheritance, aggregation or more general associations and group-
ing into subsystems. 
• The dynamic model contains messages and interaction diagrarns as weH as objects' life 
cycles and the specification of object operations. 
1. Since there is a fluent borderline between analysis and design in OOT, we will use the tenn "00 analy-
sis" instead of "00 analysis and design" throughout this paper. 
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After a thorough investigation of 00 analysis and design techniques we found that they are 
not directly applicable to the development of multi-agent systems. This is basically due to their 
conceptual differences between objects and agents. 
1. Agents have a more complex behavior and structure than objects, and in this respect they are 
more comparable to subsystems in some 00 methodologies, (e.g., [WWW90]). Their internal 
structure differs from objects in that agents have a more complex underlying functional archi-
tecture such as the belief-desire-intention (BDI) architecture [RG92].1n this respect they are 
on a higher level of abstraction than objects. 
2. Unlike objects whose intern al states are defined in tenns of some arbitrary attributes, the inter-
nal states of agents are defined in terms of some mental notions, like beliefs, plans and goals, 
which distinctly characterize the agent. 
3. In contrast to objects that are rather passive entities, agents are active. Objects immediately 
become active through messages and in this respect they are benevolent, whereas agents act 
on their own behalf by following their goals, and can decide whether they act and respond to 
events and the messages received from other agents. 
4. Agents' behaviors are described as scripts or plans by some graphical means that resemble 
state transition diagrams used to describe object life cycles in some 00 techniques, (e.g., 
[RBP+9I]). Agents' plans can be directly impleIilented using an agent programming language 
or an appropriate tool or environment such as DASEDIS [Bur93] or dMARS [Kin93]. Specifi-
cally using such tooIs, implementing an agent is mainly specifying its plans. 
5. The communication of objects only looks at single messages. In AO not only messages are 
characterised by message types, agents dialogues with respect to specific contexts are pre-
structured into cooperation protocols like the ones proposed in our earlier work [BHS93]. 
The Responsibility Driven Design (ROD) method [WWW90] for the design of object.,. 
oriented systems comes dosest to the concepts in AOT. In this method identifying and specifying 
responsibilities are the dominant starting point. A class inheritance hierarchy is build up using 
the responsibilities identified. Collaborations among objects are defined by contracts and proto-
cols (i.e., the formal specification of method calls). Finally the system is structured by subsystems 
consisting of closely collaborating objects. But as was stated earlier, due to the conceptual differ-
ences between agents and object, 00 methods are not immediately applicable to the design and 
analysis of agent-oriented systems. 
This result has led us into studying and proposing a more adequate approach for agent-
)riented analysis and design. The approach draws upon 00 methods and uses some of the nota-
:ions commonly used in many 00 techniques. The next section describes this approach. 
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3 Agent-Oriented Analysis: Models & Methodology 
Similar to the three models to be specified and built during 00 analysis (i.e., basic model, 
static model and dynamic model), we divide the results of an agent-oriented analysis into three 
submodels: the agent model, the organizational model and the cooperation model. 
• The agent model contains agents and their internal structure, described in tenns of mental 
notions such as goals, plans and beliefs or whatever structure deerns to be appropriate to 
an agent architecture. This model resembles the basic model of 00 methods. 
• The organizational model specifies the relationships among agents and agent types. These 
are on one hand inheritance relations (among agents and agent types, and agent types and 
sub- or supertypes), and on the other hand relationships among agents based on their roles 
in organizations. These organizations can be means for structuring a complex system into 
subsystems (as done in some 00 techniques) or can be used to model real organizations. 
This model is in some respect similar to the static model, but since roles can change over 
time it is not genuinely static model. 
• The cooperation model describes the interaction or more specifically the cooperation 
among agents. This model only contains the 'dynamics in the large' part of the 00 dynamic 
model. The 'dynamics in the small' part, (i.e. the description of agent behavior), is part of 
the agent model. 
Although these models are not strictly disjoined they can be developed separately. In the re-
maining part of this section we describe each of these models and outline how they may be devel-
oped. In contrast to most 00 techniques however, we do not prescribe which model has to be 
developed first. In our experience in building MAS for real world applications the appropriate 
choice is ruled by the nature of the application being developed. 
As a general guideline, it seems useful to start with an informal description of the scenario to 
be modelled before actually developing the models. This is also the first step in some of the 00 
techniques or is even apre-requisite to applying the method. After this very first description one 
of the three models is developed, starting with the model most appropriate in the application con-
sidered. 
To illustrate the methodology and how one may develop these models we will sketch an exam-
pIe from one of the applications we are currently developing. As part of a project investigating 
the possible implications of data highways and high performance computing on road trafiic, we 
are developing a simulation system for widely decentralized and self-organized allocation of 
parking places. This system should allow for the simulation of different scenarios to experiment 
with different strategies and organizational forms and will be implemented as a multi-agent sys-
tem. 
The scenario to be simulated is briefly described as follows: The scenario consists of a road 
network, where cars move from their start node to an end node. At their end node, it is always 
preferred to park as c10se to the destination as possible. Parking places must be allocated dynami-
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cally by cars negotiating among themselves (for all the parking places in the vicinity of the end 
node), or by consulting anode manager. In this example we will only consider the latter. Anode 
manager is in charge of the parking places at a specified node. 
3.1 Agent Model 
The agent model contains the agents and their internal structure. It is built following the steps 
described below: 
1. Identify agents and their environment. 
In many cases identifying agents and their environment is rather intuitive. Agents are the live 
and "active entities" in the system in that they can change their own states and their action can 
affect their environment, whereas the environment consists of passive elements whose state 
only changes by agents actions. It is quite usual for the collection of agents to grow during the 
analysis process. For instance, at later stages one may inc1ude agents that realize the system 
internal purposes. As with the ROD method, it is a good practice to create a CRC-card2 for 
each agent. In the RDD method, CRC-cards are used to document c1asses. To document agents 
the CRC-card is enhanced by predefined 'attributes' like beliefs, motivations and plans identi-
fied in the remaining steps below. Other 'attributes' such as those related to the cooperation 
partners, must be analyzed during building the other models and added to the CRC-card after-
wards. 
2. For each agent define its motivations. 
Motivations (e.g., interests, preferences, responsibilities, long-term goals and so on) play an 
important role in the way an agent makes its decisions, and in this respect, they characterize 
the agent. Their role is especially important when an agent has more than one way of acting 
in a given situation. For instance, long-term goals lead to the selection of more concrete goals, 
subgoals and plans. And motivations are used to control the decision making at branching 
points within plans. These issues are also added to each agent's CRC-card. 
3. Define the behavior of each agent. 
The behavior of agents is defined in some scheme called plans. Plans describe the sequence 
of actions an agent may carry out to fulfil certain motivations or react to the occurrence of 
certain events. Therefore plans must be related to the specific motivation or events that make 
them applicable and added to the CRC-cards. 
Plans can be specified in a graphical notation similar to state transition diagrams. These speci-
fications are refined successively during the process of analysis and design towards a complete 
specification. As mentioned earlier, the complete specification can then be implemented di-
rectly when using an appropriate tool. 
4. Define knowledge and belief. 
Finally the knowledge and belief an agent uses to execute its plans is defined and added to the 
CRC-card. 
2. CRC stands for 'classes-responsibilities~ollaborations·. 
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At the end of these steps there is a collection of agents with the specification of their motiva-
tions and plans in some sort of operation al scheme, and the type of knowledge and belief they 
require to execute the plans. 
In the example sketched out earlier, cars and node managers are the active entities and there-
fore can be modelled as agents. We introduce two types of agents, namely car-agent and manag-
er-agent. The road network itself is not active and therefore not modelled as an agent, but is simu-
lated as the environment of the agents. 
The long-term goal of a car-agent is to drive from its start to its end node. The car-agents' prefer-
ence is to park as near to its destination as possible. Node managers administer parking places 
at their node. Their task is to optimally satisfy the parking wishes of car-agents and cooperate 
with other manager-agents. 
The major behaviors (plans) that can be associated to a car-agent are driving on the road network, 
announcing a desired parking location, and negotiating about a parking place. To be able to carry 
out these plans, a car-agent must have knowledge about its start and end nodes and the route to 
take. In case of the fully decentralized scenario, a car-agent must also have information about the 
availability of parking places at its destination. The manager-agents handle the parking wishes 
that were announced by car-agents, and administer the parking places that they are in charge of. 
Therefore, they need knowledge about the capacity and allocation of their parking places. Due 
to space limitations the successive refinement of these plans down to the operational schemes is 
not presented here. 
3.2 Organizational Model 
In this model, (roles of) agents are classified and related to each other. 
1. Identify roles in the scenario 
The roles and responsibilities in the scenario are identified. If areal organization is to be mod-
elled in the multi-agent system the roles appearing in that organization should be stated. Roles 
are then mapped to agents and agent types, where they may influence the motivations and 
therefore behavior of the agents. 
2. Build an inheritance hierarchy 
Different roles or agents can be classified according to their knowledge and belief, motivations 
and behavior. Agents having the same beliefs, the same goals and the same behavior are 
instances of an agent type. As in 00 techniques the common 'attributes' can be defined in the 
agent type and inherited by the agents. Abstract super-types can be introduced that do not have 
instances. The inheritance hierarchy can be represented in a notation used by 00 methods, 
(e.g .• the object diagrams of the Object Modelling technique (OMT». 
3. Structure roles into organizations 
Organizations can be used to structure a complex system into sm aller subsystems. Subsystems 
are then parts where roles that are interacting more closely are put together. (This is also the 
way subsystems. clusters etc. are used in some 00 techniques.) 
Another way of using organizations within the system is to model real organizations, where 
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roles have certain relationships to each other. The organization can also be represented by 
notations from 00 methods, (e.g., the object model in OMT). 
The organizational model gives an overview of the connections among agents and agent types, 
the roles and organization of agents. 
The organizationaI model for the example scenario is quite simple. There are only two rolesl 
agent types, namely cars and node managers. The cars are driving and have wishes to park, these 
wishes can be handled by node managers. No inheritance relationships are present. 
3.3 Cooperation Model 
The cooperation model describes the interaction among the agents. It is buHt using the follow-
ing steps. 
1. Identify cooperations and cooperation partners 
In this step, it is stated which goal of an agent must be fulfilled by cooperation with ather 
agents. This can be necessary to share resources, to synchronize actions or to coordinate be-
havior. The cooperation partners of an agent and the reason for cooperation must be entered 
into the agent's CRC-card. 
2. Identify message types 
To carry out a cooperation we assurne that agents must be able to communicate. For a meaning-
ful communication we consider using message types. A set of predefined standard message 
types should be specified as proposed by KQML [FWW+94] or in our previous work 
[BHS93]. 
The result of steps I and 2 can be noted in a sort of collaboration or interaction graph, as used 
in 00 techniques. 
3. Define cooperation protocols 
From the interaction graphs (and sometimes from an intuitive semantics of message types) 
cooperations protocols can be derived. A cooperation protocol defines the possible flow of 
messages among cooperating agents. Where it is convenient, cooperation protocols can be 
buHt from a few basic protocols. In earlier work [BHS93], [Had96] we have identified some 
basic protocols for Infonning, Querying, Proposing etc. Application specific protocols should 
be noted. As with behaviors (Le., scripts or plans), protocols can also be represented in a graph-
ical notation that is operational. 
Therefore, the cooperation model states the kinds of interactionlcooperation going on among 
the agents and the contents exchanged by messages. 
There are two types of cooperations in the parking management scenario: a~ cooperation be-
tween car-agents and node managers who respectively announce and handle parking wishes, and 
b) cooperation between neighboring node managers who negotiate about parking places when 
one of the managers runs short of parking places in the area of its control. For cooperation of type 
(a) the corresponding message types are: announce a parking wish (car-agerU), confinn the 
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alloeation of a parking place (manager), and propose a different parking place (manager). For 
cooperation of type (b) the corresponding message types are: inform about allocation of parldng 
places, request for a parking place, offer a parking place, and reject a request. We have designed 
a set of generic protocols that can handle some of these cooperation forms. Examples of these . 
protocols can be found in [BHS93]. 
The three models described above together constitute the complete model of the system to be 
realised. This model can now be implemented directly with an appropriate tool: agent types are 
defined by their knowledge and beliefs, their motivations (e.g., goals) and behaviors in the fonn 
of scriptslplans, and their cooperation protocols. 
4 Related Work 
So far very little work has been reported in the area on the systematic and methodological anal-
ysis and design approaches for building multi-agent systems. Some of these works are briefly 
discussed here. 
• An approach that was inspired by the KADS-model is mainly concerned with knowledge 
acquisition aspects [0G92]. No hints are given on how to come to an agent-oriented model 
of the domain. 
• Some general criteria for a modular system design from 00 techniques as defined in 
[Mey88] were transferred to multi-agent system design by [OW92]. 
• The project CONSENSUS [CON92] proposed a very high-level two step approach. The 
fIrst step being a 'normal' requirements analysis as done for any software system. The se-
cond step is the design of a multi-agent system. However, again no instructions were given 
as how this may be done. 
• The approach described in [Dor93] discusses the decisions that have to be made when de-
veloping a multi-agent system, and in this respect is closer to our approach. The decisions 
concern the definition of the agents, the description of their beliefs and capabilities and 
fmally the specification of generic interactions and communication contents. However, no 
guidelines are provided as how appropriate structures and models may be deve10ped to 
facilitate making "good" decisions. 
• Recent work of Kinny and his colleagues [KGR96] is very similar to the work presented 
in this paper. Starting from a specific 00 technique, namely OMT, they propose a method-
ology and modelling approach for multi-agent systems. They distinguish between an exter-
nal and an internal model. The external model consists of an agent model (our organiza-
tional model) and an interaction model (our cooperation model), and is independent of a 
chosen agent architecture. The internal model (our agent model) is specific to the BDI agent 
architecture and describes the agents by a plan model, a goal model and a belief model. The 
intern al model is a specialization of our agent model and is quite elabornted. On the other 
hand their interaction model is not as worked out as our cooperation model. 
• In the work of Rosenschein et al., [RZ94], the main focus is on the cooperation and interac-
tion aspects of multi-agent systems. They describe the definition of a negotiation process 
(as a special fonn of cooperation), as a three step task. Namely defining the space of 
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possible deals, the negotiation process (as seen from the outside) and the negotiation strat-
egy (for each agent). These instructions can be seen as a special form of building the coop-
eration model. 
5 Summary and Outlook 
We have presented an approach for a systematic development of multi-agent systems. We have 
introduced three distinct models and some model building instructions. 
The motivation for oUf work was the need for a systematic approach for developing multi-
agent systems for real world applications and the fact that very little effort has been made in the 
AO community on this subject. 
Since AOT are a specialization of OOT and there exist many 00 analysis and design tech-
niques, we examined whether they could be used for the analysis and design of multi-agent sys-
tems. We found that none of the methods considered can be used immediately, without further 
modifications, mainly because there are important conceptual differences between objects and 
agents and consequently the resulting system models. However, 00 techniques provided a good 
starting point for our work, especially the RDD method, which is conceptually closest to AO 
modelling. 
Our approach consists of three distinct models that are buHt during the process of analysis and 
design: The agent model, consisting of the agents and their internal structure defined in terms of 
knowledge and belief, motivations and behavior, the organizational model, describing the struc-
ture of the system and modelling organizations (real or artificial) agents are working in; and the 
cooperation model, containing the interactions among the agents, i.e., describing who interacts 
with whom, for what purpose, using which message types and protocols. 
For each model we gave some instructions as to how the model may be built. These three mod-
els together describe the multi-agent system to be realised. 
Most of the reported work on this topic is related to the agent model, so this is the most detailed 
model. For BDI agents in particular, we found the methodology given in [KGR96] to be a recom-
mended alternative. 
Our previous work on cooperation protocols influenced the cooperation model. Defining ap-
propriate cooperation protocols and the way scripts or plans are used to program the agent's be-
havior is an important issue in the development of multi-agent systems and needs to be elaborated 
further. 
The least elaborated model is the organizational model. The impact of a role an agent takes 
within an organization on its behavior has not been investigated thoroughly. Furthermore so far 
there is no way of directly implementing organizations by corresponding language constructs. 
One way would be to look at organizations as special agents, that contain spe~ial joint plans the 
member of the organization can use (or inherit) as Shoham proposed in his first discussion of 
agent-oriented programming [Sh090]. 
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Our approach is currently being tested in a number of real world applications. This will give 
us more insights into the development process for multi-agent systems and thus will help to refme 
and improve the models and methodology. 
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Abstract 
Basic communication concepts are overall important for the deign of agents in a mul-
tiagent context. Although some researchers investigate in how far agents are able to solve 
a given problem in a multiagent world without the explicit use of communication, in most 
cases researchers assume that the agents have the ability to communicate as a basic req-
uisite. In this paper I compare the basic communication concepts of MAGSY and MAI2L 
with those of JAVA. Main goal of the paper is to extract the common core of these three 
approaches for the implementation of basic communication techniques and starting from 
this core shed so me light on which path should be selected to further extend the concepts. 
1 Introduction 
Up to now is the fonnula DA! = M AS + DPS - where DAI: Distributed AI, MAS: Multia-
gent Systems, and DPS: Distributed Problem Solving - the bestcharacterization ofthe research 
area DAI. When we investigate DAI research topics, we do this in most cases by looking at a 
MAS which is designed to solve a problem in a specific application domain. Although some 
researchers investigate in how far agents are able to solve such a problem without the explicit 
use of communication, in most cases the researchers assume that the agents have the ability to 
communicate as a basic requisite. 
Basic concepts to describe communication among agents in a MAS are therefore a crucial 
part of the agent description. However, there is no common agree.ment on how a standard 
to describe the basic communication concepts should look like. In this paper we compare 
the basic communication concepts of MAGSY and MAI2 L - selected as representatives for 
MAS development environments - with those of JAVA. JAVA was selected because it attracted 
significant attention in the context of distributed programrning in the INTERNET and has been 
also suggested to be adequate to describe agents in a MAS context. 
2 MAGSY 
Originally MAGSY [FW92, Fis93] was designed to allow the implementation of a MAS which 
is organised as a distributed blackboard system in an easy manner. In MAGSY each agent is a 
knowledge-based system, which uses a forward-chaining rule interpreter as basic inference ma-
chine. These concepts have been extended in the projects AKA-MOD and CoMMA-MAPS 
at DFKI GmbH in Saarbrcken and resulted in the agent architecture INTERRAP. 
IThis work has been supported by a grant frorn The Federal Ministry of Education, Science, Research, and 
Technology (FKZ ITW-95 004) 
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ASprot 
Figure 1: Static specification ASprot ofthe solution for a problem and dynamic execution ASt 
In MAGSY an agent is defined by a tripie (F, 'R, n, where 
F is a set of facts which represent the local knowledge of the agent. 
'R is a set of rules which define the strategies for the general behaviour of the agent. 
T is a set of services which are provided by the agent. 
For a given agent A, AF , An and AT denote the respective sets. Agent A may receive mes-
sages which change the set of facts or activate a service of the agent. The basic communicatior 
layer of MAGSY provides therefore the basic speech acts inform and request, where the seman-
tics of the message is fixed by the know ledge representation in the receiving agent. Each service 
of an agent consists of a set of rules which become active when the specific service has been 
activated by an incoming message. The execution of a service by an agent A may change the 
set of facts AF and the set of rules An. Therefore, the agents are learning when they execute 
their services, which can also mean that rules and facts can be forgotten, i.e. are removed. It is 
also possible that the execution of a service by agent A creates a number of new agents. The 
requests for services which are received by an agent are treated according to a specific strategy. 
Only one service can be active at a time. The other requests are queued and activated when the 
current service is finished. A priority is assigned to each service. A service s may be interrupted 
by a service i if a message arrives which activates i and i has a higher priority than s. If i is 
finished, s is reactivated. This process may happen recursively. At any point in time the service 
with highest priority is active. If more than one request for this priority class is present, the 
request belonging to the oldest message (that is the earliest one received) will be executed. 
The knowledge of the agents is represented in an object-oriented knowledge representation 
scheme. Objects are the basic elements which build a knowledge base. Objepts which have the 
same structure are grouped together and make up classes. The description of a class is a pro-
totype object which specifies how the elements (we call these elements instances or facts) look 
like. The properties of these instances are described by attributes. The classes are structured in 
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a hierarchy in which attributes are inherited from the upper, more general, c1asses to the lower, 
more specific ones. 
To describe the solution of a given problem, a set of cooperating agents is specified. The 
static description of the solution of the problem is given by the prototypical agent system 
ASprot := (Aprot, K Binit ) , 
where 
Aprot is the set of prototypical agents, the agents which may arise dynamically in the system. 
These agents are the potentially available problem solvers. Several instances of a 
specific prototypical agent can be created. 
K B init is a prototypical agent with a fixed set of services. It is designed to provide an active, 
global knowledge base and provides agent directory services. 
The process of problem solving starts with the initial agent system 
ASinit = ((All"'" Anl ), KBinit ) , 
where AI!," . ,Anl E Aprot. The computation goes on while the agents perform requested 
services and call on services of other agents. ln doing so the agents are cooperating by sending 
messages to each other. Newagents may be created and killed again later on. A message 
may contain the identification of an agent, thus any desired structure of comrnunication can be 
created dynamically. The contents of the global knowledge base can be accessed by all agents. 
Thus, the global knowledge base may be changed by the agents in any desired manner. For 
example, an agent can make its own identification known to all of the other agents by writing it 
into the global knowledge base. 
ln the example of figure 1 the system started with ASinit = ((Alp Asl ), KBinit ). All 
creates AZl and AS2 and ASl creates A3l . At time t, All told AS2 the identification of A2l and 
AS2 told AZl its own identification. The identification of A3l came known to AS2 because A3l 
stored its identification in the global knowledge base and AS2 extracted this information from 
the global knowledge base. ln this example there is no other way for AS2 to get the identification 
of A3l . 
3 MAI2L 
MAI2L [Kol95] is an agent-oriented programming language and has been developed in the DFKI 
projects KIK-TEAMWARE and CoMMA-PLAT. One of the basic requirements for MAI2L was 
that it should provide a platform for the development of MAS in an industrial context where 
efficiency in execution and in use of resources is of overall importance. 
Agents in MAI2L are objects and agent live as threads in a multi-threaded virtual machine. 
Conununication among agents is possible within a virtual machine as well as among agents 
in different virtual machines distributed on serveral computers. The agents knowledge base 
is organized by association and contexts. Roughly spoken the knowledge base of an agent is 
a collection of dictionaries which map identifiers to values. Contexts (i.e. dictionaries) have 
to be opened to become active and values for identifiers defined in a dictionary which was 
newly opended overwrite values for these identifiers which were defined in dictionaries opend 
beforehand. 
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There are a few predefined agent classes - agent directory service (ADS) and monitor -
which are needed for debugging and the maintainance of multiagent systems. Agents in MAI2 
can be multi-threaded in itself. However, there are no further concepts which suggest a structure 
for multi-threaded agents. 
Activities MAI2L agents have to reason about can be specified by plans. As the agents them-
selves the plans are defined by an object. On the one hand, these objects contain the procedure 
which specify the activities to be executed for the plan. On the other hand, they provide in-
formation which allow the agent to reason about the plan. However, there is currently no basic 
planning mechanism included in the MAI2L system. Therefore, a planning mechanism has to be 
buHt on top of MAI2L. The representation of plans in MAI2L allows to specify multiagent plans 
by labeling the activities with the characters which have to execute the activity. The following 
plan provides a multiagent plan for a car and a car park to synchronize their activities to allow 
the car to drive into the car park. 
proc enter () { 
} 
car: drive_to_entrance() 
car: request_entrance() 
car-park: open_barrier() 
car: drive_to_space() 
The car and the car park have to open the appropriate context - providing the information 
which car and which car park are actually involved in the cooperation - to be able to execute 
the plan. 
Communication among agents is done via a set of cooperation primitives. A cooperation 
primitive consists of a type, which specifies the intention behind the communication and a 
cooperation object. When an agent communicates the first time with another agent, its com-
municator asks its ADS about information on the network address and process number of the 
recepient. The communicator creates a new instance of the class acquaintanace which stores 
this information. 
In the acquaintanance object all cooperation primitives are defined as methods. It represents 
the send-target on the sender side and does the neccessary network communication to the actual 
recepient. The actual message contains additional information that is added automatically by 
the communicator of the sender: 
• a unique id to identify the ongoing cooperation and its context 
• the character name and the agent name of the sender and the recepient 
• the name of the cooperation method, if the method is sent within a fixed protocol 
• the type of the primitive indicating the intention behind the message. 
This information must be available in the cooperative context ofthe initiator of a cooperation 
method, the one that sends the first message, before the cooperation is starte~L 
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Agent Context 
Figure 2: The architecture of an agent in the Java Agent Template (JAn. 
4 JAVA 
JAVA [AG96, K"u96] has recently attracted attention in the context of INTERNET applications. 
It has been introduced as an INTERNET language and has been widely used in browsers for the 
world wide web (WWW). More recent developments aime at the use of JAVA as a language to 
describe agents in a MAS context. Rob Frost' s JAVA agent template (JAT) for example is an 
implementation of a set of JAVA classes which provide means to describe autonomous agents. 
In this section we give abrief outline of JAT so that we are able to compare it to the MAGSY 
and MAI2L approach. 
An agent in JAT is implemented as a set of basic objects as it is shown in Figure 2. 
Agent Context: The agent context provides an executable container for the agent and its as-
sociated communication interface. The agent context is represented by the AgentContext 
interface which specifies a set of abstract methods which must be implemented by any 
object which servers as an agent context. In the present distribution, the AgentContext 
interface is implemented by the classes AgentFrame and ANSFrame which provide agent 
contexts with GVIs. Each of these classes can be executed as stand alone applications or 
as applets, via the classes AgentApplet and ANSApplet. 
Agent: The agent object represents the primary functional element in the architecture. An 
agent basically represents a black box which asynchronously accepts and outputs KQML 
messages via a communication interface. An agent' s knowledge and its body functions 
(i.e., the functions which are designed to solve specific problems in an application do-
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main) are represented by resouce objects. Standard resources inc1ude addresses, lan-
guages, ontologies and c1asses. An Agent communicates with the agent context via a 
MessageOutput object. 
Communication Interface: The communication interface object provides the low level mech-
anism for reliable transmission of KQML messages. In the present distribution, commu-
nication is done using a socket-based interface (c1ass SocketInterface) which allows to 
receive and to transmit messages in a multi-threaded messsage. 
Message Output: Communication between the agent object and its context is done using a 
message output object. This object allows the agent object to output both system and 
KQML messages to the user interface and execute certain context methods. 
JAT provides a set of java c1asses as a basic toolbox to implement JAVA-based autonomous 
agents. Basic c1asses are: 
Agent.cIass: Provides the basic agent controlloop. In this controlloop the agent is able to send 
and receive KQML messages. Furthermore, the agent is able to access knowledge and 
functions provided by the resource c1asses. 
ANS.cIass: Is a sub-c1ass of Agent.c1ass. It provides methods to store and retrieve addresses 
of agents. This c1ass is used to implement agent directory services which give agents the 
ability to contact other agents they originally did not know. 
CommInterface.class: Is an extension of the JAVA SocketInterface.c1ass which implements 
the port socket communication. It provides an interface for the agent to the mechanisms 
which physically transmit the message across the network. JAVA threads are created on 
receiving and on sending messages. 
MessageOutput.cIass: Provides the interface between the agent and the user interface. It 
passes on system as well as KQML messages. 
NetworkClassLoader: Is an extension of ClassLoader.class and provides mechanisms to load 
classes dynarnically across the network. It needs the URL of the class as a parameter. In 
JAT it is used to dynarnically load the knowledge and the functions of the agent. 
There are two classes AgentApplet.class and ANSApplet.class to create an ordinary or an 
ANS agent, respectively. When an AgentAppleLclass (ANSAppleLc1ass) object is created, it 
automatically creates an object of AgentFrame.c1ass (ANSFrame.c1ass). These two c1asses open 
a window which provides the user interface to the agent (ANS). Furthermore, a Communica-
tioninterface object is created. Panels are seperate set of c1asses which allow the design of the 
user interface (e.g. ComposeMessagePanel.c1ass, LoadResourcePanel.c1ass etc.). 
Additionally, there is a set of classes called resource classes which describe the objects an 
agent manipulates in its problem solving process. There are five resource classes: 
Addresses: Describes adresses of agents specified by hostname and port number. 
Classes: Describes the knowledge and the domain procedures and functions for the agents. It 
is imported by the AgenLclass (or sub-classes, respectively). 
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Languages: Defines the syntax of the strings that can be sent in a message. A language object 
parses a string and returns a message object. An example for such a language is KQML. 
Ontologies: Defines the semantics of message contents. An example is AgentOntology.class 
which supplies resources by an ANS, which defines ask-resouree: a request for a resouree 
of which only the name is known and tell-resouree: an announeement of a resouree by an 
agent. The method interpret-message takes a language object as input and interprets it. Up 
to now this results in immediate calls of methods which provide the domain procedures 
and functions of the agent. 
KQMLmessages: Describes the structure of KQML messages, e.g., the performative tell: 
:sender address-of-sender-agent 
:receiver address-of-receiver-agent 
:language KQML 
:ontology AgentOntology 
:content (tell ... ) 
The design of an agent is done by describing the domain functions, procedures, and the 
knowledge, and structure them into classes. To describe the messages an agent is ahle to process, 
a set of KQML performatives is selected and the semantics for the message contents is fixed. 
Furthennore, the system engineer has to provide methods which actually produce the message 
strings. The basic agent controlloop is always inherited form Agent.class. The system engineer 
extends the basic controlloop by introducing test for different message types and by linking the 
incoming messages to methods representing the domain functions and procdures. Finally, the 
system engineer has to define a set of panels to describe the user interface of the agent. 
5 Comparison of the Cooperation and the Communication 
Concepts of MAGSY, MAI2L, and JAVA 
From the three systems described above the JAT seems to be the most basic system. It purely 
concentrates on the communication aspects of the agents. Though JAT agents communicate in 
terms of KQML messages, internally the agents do not have a sophisticated knowledge repre-
sentation and reasoning mechanism. However, these mechanisms can of course be implemented 
on top of the basic JAT coneepts. The basic ideas for the design of the communication interface 
are therefore the most interesting parts in JAT. 
On a first glance MAI2L seems to be a quite low-levellanguage, too. However, it reveals 
its expressiveness when communication protocols are descibed. The ability to alow to write 
procedures which can be executed by several agents representing different characters makes it 
possible to describe communication and cooperation protocols in a compact manner. The bad 
thing about this choiee is that these coneepts can be used only in an agent which is actually able 
to interprete the MAI2L language. There is no strict classification of communication primitives 
into performatives with a predefined semantics. Conceptually MAI2L incörporates highlevel 
reasoning concepts like planning based on the event calculus. However, in [KoI95] there is no 
description of how this could be done in an efficient manner. 
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The basic communication concepts of MAGSY provide the perfonnatives in/arm and re-
quest. Each agent has an inference procedure built into its kernel. In the original MAGSY 
system this reasoning procdure was purely in a forward reasoning style. Whereas this paradigm 
is especially adequate to describe reactive behaviour, it does not give to much support for the 
implementation of rational agents which have to do deliberative planning to find out which ac-
tion they should actually take next to reach their goals. To co me around these problems, we 
developed in the AKA-MOD and CoMMA-MAPS project the INTERRAP agent architec-
ture. The INTERRAP agent model integrates reactive, deliberative, and cooperative behaviour 
in a three-Iayered architecture [Mül96]. However, the languages and MAS development plat-
fonns presented in this paper are designed for the implementation of highlevel agent models 
like INTERRAP . The real question to ask here is, how much of the functionality of the agent 
model should be integrated into the implementation language and how much should be im-
plemented on top of the implementation language. What we actually would need is a modular 
implementation platfonn, where the basic functionality any meaningful agent in a MAS needs is 
directly integrated into the implementation language, and functionality needed only for specific 
application domains can be loaded on demand. 
As a common core of communication concepts of the three systems presented in this paper, 
we can see that an ADS is an important concept in a MAS development environment. It would 
be highly desireable to have a standardisized interface to ADSs. When we compare MAS devel-
opment to distributed object-oriented programming ADS servers play the same role as ORBs. 
However, there is nothing around like the CORBA standard for ADSs. CORBA itself is not 
an adequate technology for MAS implmentation because it lacks the support of asynchronous 
communication. 
All of the MAS development tools presented in this paper support asynchronous communi-
cation. However, all of these systems have their own basic communication concepts. What we 
need is a basic communication language which is independent from any specific implementation 
language. A key requirement is therefore the definition of a small set of agent communication 
languages and protocols (ACLPs). These languages should offer abstractions which are at the 
appropriate level and should not be tied to a particular transport mechanism or set of lower level 
architecture assumption. KQML [] is a step into the right directsion. However, the problem 
with KQML is that there is no content language which is widely accepted, and without content 
language KQML is only of limited use. 
6 Conclusion 
This paper presented three development platforms MAGSY, MAI2 L, and JAT which were espe-
cially designed to support an easy implementation of multiagent systems. When we compare 
the basic communication concepts used in these systems we realize that agent directory services 
(ADSs) and the ability to communicate asynchronously are crucial for agents in a multi agent 
context. However, there is no standard around like the CORBA technology is in the distributed 
object-oriented system community to implement this basic functionality. 
Furthermore, we can see that there is agreement that communication should be based on 
speech acts. What we need here is the definition of a small set of agent cemmunication lan-
guages and protocols (ACLPs). These languages should offer abstractions which are at the 
appropriate level and should not be tied to a particular transport mechanism or set of lower level 
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architecture assumption. KQML [] is a step into the right directsion. However, the problem 
with KQML is that there is no conte nt language which is widely accepted, and without content 
language KQML is only of limited use. 
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Abstract 
Since the advent of world wide web, internet has been growing in popularity not only in 
academia and research, but also commerce and industry. A vast array of network services 
is growing around internet, at the same time, telecommunications industry is rapidly ad-
vancing, wire-less/mobile communication is reaching world-wide, and 'telematic' devices 
are improving and becoming more accessible. Providing these services on a network, and 
enabling ready access to them, demand advanced but intuitive tools that not only support 
establishing connections and communication, but also aid in monitoring, controlling and 
coordinating interactions, and managing, securing and safeguarding information. This pa-
per discusses so me of the requirements for developing intelligent network applications of 
the furture. 
1 Introduction 
Since the advent of world wide web, internet has been growing in popularity not only in 
academia and research, but also commerce and industry. A vast array of network services is 
growing around internet, at the same time, telecommunications industry is rapidly advancing, 
wire-IessJmobile communication is reaching world-wide, and 'telematic' devices are improving 
and becoming more accessible. All these have contributed to give distributed computing a new 
meanmg. 
Providing these services on a network, and enabling ready access to them, demand advanced 
but intuitive tools that not only support establishing connections and communication, but also 
aid in monitoring, controlling and coordinating interactions, and managing, securing and safe-
guarding information. In many cases the information sources are digitally available as pure 
(or marked-up) text, or can be accessed via databased, knowledge-based or any other applica-
tion prograrn, for example, digitallibraries, yellow pages, road maps, daily city entertainment 
programmes, real-time trafiic information and so on. 
This paper prornotes the development of a range of tools and a unified framework to enable 
"agentification" of application pro grams (of both server and dient programs). Agentification 
of a program means equipping the program with a set of capabilities such that it can provide 
or access services autonomously, intelligibly and flexibly. The resulting program is then called 
an agent system. The tools that enable agentification of programs must provide intuitive and 
convenient means to: 
• specify and establish addressing, connection and communication, 
• enable import and export of executable program code from one node to another, 
• design and implement methods of interactions and possible dialogues in -those methods, 
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• integrate a meta level reasoning layer that would enable the agent to autonomously rea-
son about and coordinate its interactions with other agents, and manage issues related to 
authentication, authorisation and in general safeguarding of information. 
Some of the issues stated above are no longer research topics, and for some of the above 
issues various solutions have been suggested. For example there are communication protocols 
(the OSI reference model, and Internet Protocols) for connecting, monitoring and controlling 
communication; programming languages such as Java [7], [5] and Telescript [13] in support 
of mobilelremote program execution; various coordination protocols [?] (e.g., negotiation, con-
tracting, bargaining and coHaborative tasks) for establishing dialogues and coordinating interac-
tions; and practical models of agent cognition component (such as the 'belief, desire, intention' 
(BDI) architecture)[8] for meta-level, real-time reasoning in dynamic environments. 
Apart from the fact that much improvement to these tools and techniques is yet to be ex-
pected, there are no unified frameworks that allow such diverse capabilities to be integrated into 
a program systematically. With the aim of arriving at a unified and integrated framework for 
developing true agent systems, this paper will discuss the above requirements in some detail, 
and cite some of the more advanced activities in this direction. 
This article will not address any of the issues related to addressing, 'lower level' communi-
cation and communciation protocols, inter-object communication standards (such as CORBA) 
and object-oriented languages based on these standards, authentication, authorisation, and fi-
nally security issues related to client and server programs. These topics are extensively dis-
cussed in the other articles in this book (workshop). Instead, the paper will concentrate on 
the two major issues specific to "agents", namely, (i) issues concenrning mobility and naviga-
tion, and (ii) issues conceming 'high-level' communication, inter-agent dialogues, cooperation, 
and in general agent interactions. These topics will be respectively discussed in section 2 and 
section 3. The paper will conclude with a summary and an outlook. 
2 Mobile Agent Languages and Development Tool Kits 
Mobile agent technology draws upon and integrates many areas in computing and telecom-
munications, to enable realisation of applications over computer networks, that could not be 
perceived as possible, or in the best case immensely complicated. One could trace back the 
evolution of this technology to the data communication between computers, and the notion 
of remote procedure calls (RPC) [12]- the organising principle in computer communication 
networks. Then came the remote programming [6] concept by which one could not only call 
procedures in another machine, but also supply the procedures that receiving computer must ex-
ecute. The central concept behind mobile agent technology is in fact the remote programming 
paradigm, with the aim of enabling navigation of pro gram code (procedures or objects) through 
a network of inter-connected computers such as internet or intranet. 
With the advances in telecommunications in mobile/wireless communication and wider 
availability of ever more versatile 'telematic devices', in the recent years the idea of mobile 
computation has been attracting larger interest. Obviously to realise sophisticated applications 
for this purpose, mobile agent technology plays a very important role. 
General Magic's Telescript technology [13] was the first commercial product that has fuHy 
realised the concept of mobile agent technology. In Telescript the basic concept of remote pro-
gramming is advanced to enable transporting of executing procedures [3], that is, an object or 
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a procedure can be launched at any time after it has already started execution. Such objects are 
called agents based on Telescript's view of conceptualising whole network infrastructure and 
networkinging interactions by drawing paralieis to human society and the interactions among 
human. In such a metaphor, agents are representatives of users who undertake tasks and inter-
act with other representatives (or agents) in order to achieve their tasks. But since these agents 
are armed with specific capabilities allowing them to travel around the network, being knowl-
edgeable of the rules, communication infrastructure and tasks related to navigating and using 
resources on a network, they are referred to as mobile agents. 
To enable agents travel and run on remote machines, the nodes on an agent's travelling route 
must have a Telescript engine running on them. Telescript introduces the concept of dozu! which 
is a network of Telescript engines through which agents can navigate and access information. 
A Telescript engine is an environment that enables sending, receiving and executing agents. In 
Telescript it is possible to develop agents that communicate locally on one machine, or agents 
that reside on different machines and communicate with one another in distance. Agents must 
meet in a place (a designated address) and interact with each other in that place. Agents can 
also travel through several nodes and return back with the data they gathered on their trip. 
Telescript provides an object-oriented language (High Telescript) to program and develop 
agents. This language must be compiled by a Telescript compiler into a script-like language 
(Low Telescript) which can then be interpreted by Telescript Engine. Before transmission, an 
agent code is converted to wireline encoding (bag of bits) which upon arrival is translated back 
into Low Telescript by the Telescript engine on the receiving side. 
Telescript has beed uniquely designed to enable mobile agent technology and it is especially 
targeted for some variety of mobile computing applications. Applications can be developed in 
C or C++ and only the mobile agent part need to be developed in Telescript. 
Currently many activities have been reported on the efforts incorporating mobile agent tech-
nology in other languages- Java language [7] being favoured by most. Java is a full-fledged lan-
guage for software development. Like Telescript, Java is also object-oriented, but although it 
provides a library of classes for networking and developing applets1, Java itself does not directly 
support the concept of mobile agents. However, as was mentioned earlier there are many activ-
ities that in one way or another are aimed at providing for mobile agent technology (or some 
subset of it). Among these are CyberAgent (already a commercial product) [14], Java Agent 
Template [16], Kona Agent [20], Mole [15], Agent Builder{18], Aglets [19], and Java-To-Go 
[17]. 
Most of these languages are still in their research phase and as a result, at this stage, it 
is hard to evaluate their strength in terms of how well they incorporate the concept of mobile 
agent technology. For example, some do not support the mobility of agents (e.g., Java Agent 
Template), some do not support agents on different sites to directly communicate with one 
another (e.g., Cyber Agent), some fail to undertake the necessary measures to maintain the 
platform independent nature of Java (e.g., Mole), and so on. 
Up to this date, the concepts behind Telescript are by far the most advanced, incorporating 
the concept of mobile agent technology in a clean and clear fashion. Many, especially those 
favouring Java, object to Telescript based on the following argument: (1) Telescript is platfonn 
specific, (2) classes have to be defined and known both on the client and server platfonns, and 
1 Applets are prograrns (objects) that can be loaded by clients from a server and run on the client machine. 
Applets may also be developed to run on the c\ient machine when loaded, and provide a user interface to some 
application program running on the server. 
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(3) Telescript is not as readily available as Java (i.e., it is not a shareware). The first two ob-
jections stern from the initial stages of Telescript, where Magic Cap platform provided the only 
dient platform that used Telescript. With General Magic 's new product, Tabriz Agentware [21], 
this is no longer an issue since Tabriz enables dient agents (being developed in Java, Tele-
script or any other language) to connect and communicate with Telescript agents (services). Of 
course, the objection here would be the fact that one should in addition instali Tabriz on the 
dient platform, which is also not a shareware. The second problem arises from the fact that 
Magic Cap is incapable of sending dasses out to servers, and consequently an agent's dass and 
all its superdasses must be defined both on the server and the dient platform. This may still be 
the case, which is an important drawback for Magic Cap users, but it is not a shortcoming of 
Telescript. The third objection that unlike Java Development Toolkit[7] Telescript is not freely 
available, is a valid argument against Telescript as a full-fledged programming language. It is 
hard to predict how the market will develop, but as it stands now, Java is not a mobile agent 
development language, and it is questionable if any Java-based agent product would also afford 
to be free of charge in the future. Cyber Agent [14] for instance is a good example. 
These arguments aside, one of the most important criteria Telescript must be credited for, 
is that it considers not only the programming and execution requirements of mobile agents, but 
also the whole infrastructure needed to govern and support the realisation of real world applica-
tions through this technology. This includes measures ranging from issues concerning active-
ness, persistence, and permission for access, duration and use of resources, to issues concerning 
the whole organisation of the network services (considered at various levels of abstraction) and 
directories that aid reaching and accessing those services. The only other approach that has also 
considered the issues concerning the organisation of services on the network is reported in [10], 
and is still at its research phase. 
This section predominantly discussed the mobility aspect of agents, while the next section 
will concentrate on agents as they have been traditional studied in AI and multi-agent systems, 
and discuss in what way the result of these studies are useful for intelligent networking appli-
cations. 
3 High-Level Agent Communication and Interactions 
With the growing success in mobile agent technology, once more real challenges will be con-
verging on problems requiring more efficient and more intelligent agents. Agents will be ex-
pected to undertake more sophisticated tasks, for which they may need to collaborate and nego-
tiate with other agents. To do this they may need to communicate more intelligibly and exhibit 
sufficient flexibility to build up their dialogues dynamically and interactively. This has been one 
of the criticallines of research in the field of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). Typically agents in 
MAS are computational programs inhabiting dynamic and unpredictable environments, as is 
the case with agents navigating on the net. They are equipped with sensoric and effectoric ca-
pabilities, and some internal processing component that relate the sensoric events to appropriate 
actions effecting the environment. Agents have sufficient degree of decision .. making autonomy 
and can interact with other agents by explicit communication. 
The ability to perform "meaningful" dialogues is particularly crucial when we have an open 
system where (heterogeneous) agents "enter and leave" the system with litde ?r no information 
about each other's capabilities, such as how to communicate with one another, which resources 
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to share, how to coordinate their activities, whether and how to cooperate with one another and 
so on. 
By high-level communication we refer to the applications layer (the seventh layer) in the 
OSI reference model for communication. This layer itself can be viewed as consisting of various 
components. For instance standards for object to object communication (e.g., CORBA [11]), 
standards for message format/syntax in agent to agent communication (e.g., KQML [4], and 
standards or protocols for agent to agent dialogues and interactions (e.g., co ordination proto-
cols [2]). CORBA for instance specifies standards for object to object communication for a 
virtual object-oriented language. KQML on the other hand defines a message format standard 
to aid interpretation of messages in a more cognitive level (as opposed to the physicallayer such 
as message encription for efficient and secure message delivery). Messages are characterised 
by peifonnatives which denote communicative actions like some networking operations (such 
as pipe and recruit) or (some virtual) database operations (such as delete, and insert a fact). In 
KQML, the structure of dialogues are implicit, in other words, the choices of response of the 
receiver of a message must be implicitly encoded by the application developer. For heteroge-
neous agents which are likely to be designed, and developed by different authorities, this could 
prove problematic. This is because there is no representation or specification that explicitly 
stated what a permitted response to a message with a specific performativeis. 
In our earlier works [2], [9], we suggested that since agents of a dialogue may be hetero-
geneous, and developed and owned by different authorities, in design of protocols as general 
interaction means, we should be able to fulfill the following requirements: 
• A representation that is intuitive in terms of sketching various states of dialogue, and 
independent of application domains and their requirements. 
• Protocols must be at a level of abstraction separate from the internal components of in-
dividual agents and their reasoning mechanisms. But their representation must explicitly 
specify the interface to the internal components of the agents. 
• Ideally, it must be possible to design and develop protocols obeying modular design con-
ventions, enabling rapid prototyping for analysis and experimentation. 
The ideas presented in these publications are now more thoroughly worked out and will be 
reported in our forth-coming publication. The essential ingredient of this work is that protocols 
should not only explicitly represent the temporal relationship between messages and the type of 
messages that may be communicated at various stages in the dialogue for a specific context (e.g., 
negotiation, bargaining, task delegation, contract net etc.), but also specify the constraints that 
must be imposed and applied at various stages of a dialogue. Retuming to the simple querying 
protocol, the protocol must specify the constraints imposed on the type of replies the receiver 
is permitted to make as a response to a particular type of query. Furthermore, we see is it as 
necessary to develop a standard library of problem-specific protocols (e.g., for task distribution, 
resource allocation, bargaining, etc.), ifheterogeneous agents are to undertake any sophisticated 
interactions with one another. 
Finally, real intelligence in agents may be achieved if agents could autonomously reason 
about what and with whom to communicate under given circumstances. This requires the agents 
to be able to reason about communicative actions the way they reason about other actions. 
A model of such a reasoning mechanism may be realistically incorporated when an agent's 
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-behaviour is described in terms of the inter-relationship of some intentional notions such as 
the agent's beliefs, goals, actions, intentions, plans, and preferences. A well-known model for 
practical reasoning, that is reasoning about actions and goals in a dynamic environment, is the 
belief, desire, intention (BDI) architecture [8]. How agents may reason about communication 
and their interactions with other agents, in such a model, is described in [9], which also gives 
the conceptual and theoretical foundations of practical reasoning and Coordination protocols. 
4 Summary 
Mobile agent technology will be a powerful mean to realise innovative network products. The 
field is still maturing and is still far from a wide spread acceptance. As with many other new 
technologies, many applications have to be developed and tried until the technology gradually 
matures and accepted. Until then, there are still many measures to be taken and this paper was 
an attempt to project some of these requirements and cite some of the current activities in this 
area. 
Furthermore, this paper argued that for a real intelligent applications the mobile agent tech-
nology should evolve and look back at the findings and developments in multi-agent systems 
and in general AI where the agent has been long studied from philosophical, psychological, so-
ciological, anthropological and computational points of view to avoid "re-defining the wheel". 
Among these works, this article made references to agent architectures, in particular the BDI ar-
chitectures. Furthermore, we argued that for agents to be able to interact efficiently and coordi-
nate their knowledge and activities, they must be able to undertake meaningful communication 
and set up meaningful dialogues. For this purpose we cited our current activities coordination 
protocols. 
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Abstract 
The field of agent oriented prograrnming (AOP) recently emerged from its object-
oriented roots. Whereas the benefits of object--orientation nowadays are widely used in 
AOP, modeling of communication in multi-agent systems (MAS) still lacks adequate ab-
stractions. Currently considered approaches like RM-ODP, CORBA, or languages like Java 
introduce object--orientation to inter-agent communication while unfortunately providing 
only rather low-Ievel communication abstractions. 
This work introduces Objective Linda, a coordination model especially designed for the 
needs of communication between active agents in open systems. We present how Objective 
Linda can be uSed as a suitable platform for MAS and illustrate this on an exarnple of a 
trafik scenario. 
1 Introduction 
The notion of Agent Oriented Programming (AOP) [Sh093] has been coined as a specializing 
evolvement of actor systems which today manifest the de-facto model for systems of commu-
nicating active objects [Agh86]. In AOP, objects are specialized to agents while object state 
is treated as the agent' s mental state and where communication between agents is typically 
considered in tenns of speech act theory [Sea69] like information, request, offer etc. 
In [Bur95], AOP has been shown to be especially beneficial for use in open systems. In 
that work, open systems are characterized by the following requirements on agents: continu-
ous availability (persisting individual operations), extensibility (coping with dynamic config-
urations), decentral control, asynchrony, inconsistent information (lack of globally consistent 
states), and arms-length relationships (coping with only local and hence incomplete system 
knowledge). 
In this work, we will outline our notion of open systems which comes dose to the above-
mentioned definitions. We then argue that mere object-orientation is not sufficient for ade-
quately modeling the interoperation of active agents. Instead, so-called coordination models 
should be used to express and constrain object interactions. Then we present our coordina-
tion model Objective Linda and illustrate its usefulness for the implementation of multi-agent 
systems (MAS). Hence, our contribution is a co ordination platfonn on top of which intelligent 
agents in the sense of AOP can be implemented. 
The paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, we will darify our notions of coordination 
and of open systems and we will briefly evaluate commonly used approaches. In Sect. 3, we 
present our coordination model Objective Linda. Its usefulness for implementing active agents 
will be shown by an example in Sect. 4. 
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2 Communication Platforms for Open Systems 
Open systems are systems in which new active entities ("objects", "agents", or "actors") may 
dynamically join and leave, Le. evolving, self-organizing systems of interacting agents [Agh86, 
Cia90]. It is widely accepted that open systems are composed of software components which 
are encapsulated and reactive [Weg93]. Components are called encapsulated if they have an 
interface that hides their implementation from clients; they are called reactive if their lifetime 
is longer than the processing of their atomic interactions (e.g. messages). This definition of 
components directly leads to object-based design because objects are by their very nature en-
capsulated and reactive entities. 
A fundamental property of open systems is their ability to cope with incremental adaptabil-
ity. In this perspective, encapsulation captures spatial incrementality by controlled propagation 
of local state changes and reactiveness enables temporal evolution by incrementally executing 
interactions. Another fundamental property of open systems is their inherent heterogeneity. 
The openness for new components implies openness for so-far unknown kinds of components 
yielding systems which are composed of various kinds of hard- and software. 
Programming open systems is primarily concerned with the coordination of concurrently 
operating active entities. Coordination involves the management ofthe communication between 
these entities. Coordination models based on generative communication are considered the 
most prospective approaches to this research domain. Generative communication, as initially 
introduced in [GeI8S], is based on a shared data space, sometimes also called a blackboard, in 
which data items can be stored ("generated") and retrieved later on. 
This kind of communication inherently uncouples communicating agents: a potential reader 
of some data item does not have to take care about it (e.g. as with rendezvous mechanisms) un-
til it actually needs it. The reader does not even have to exist at the time of storing. The latter 
point leads to the other major advantage of generative communication: agents (the active enti-
ties) are able to communicate although they are anonymous to each other. This uncoupled and 
anonymous communication style directly contributes to the design of coordination models for 
open systems: uncoupled communication enables to cope with dynamically changing configu-
rations in which agents move or temporarily disappear. Anonymous communication allows to 
communicate with unknown agents. Hence it allows communication with incomplete knowl-
edge about the system configuration which is a crucial demand of open systems. Due to this 
fact, coordination models based on generative communication are superior to message passing 
or trader-based schemes because these both rely on knowledge about a receiver's or server's 
identification. 
A related important notion is the one of open distributedsystems. It is defined in the upcom-
ing ISO reference model of open distributed processing (RM-ODP) [IS095]. In the RM-ODP 
definition, distributed systems have to cope with remoteness of components, with concurrency, 
the lack of aglobai state, and asynchrony of state changes. In addition, open distributed sys-
tems are characterized by heterogeneity in all parts of the involved systems, autonomy of various 
management or control authorities and organizational entities, evolution of the system configu-
ration, and mobility of programs and data. 
The RM-ODP model which conceptually provides the basis for commercially available 
systems uses object-based modeling too; also because of the principal object properties of 
encapsulation and reactiveness. RM-ODP focuses on interaction between objects based on the 
dient/server architecture: "They (objects) embody ideas of services offered by an object to 
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its el}vironments, that is, to other objects." [IS095] In RM-ODP, coordination between objects 
takes place via centralized instances, so called traders [IS094] , which are repositories of service 
type definitions, used to identify offered and requested services. 
Presumably the most prominent commercial system for open, object-based systems is the 
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [Obj93]. Its central component, the 
Object Request Broker (ORB) acts as a trader in the sense of RM-ODP. Like other traders, the 
ORB provides references to server objects which in case of dynamically changing configura-
tions may quickly turn into void ("dangling") references causing problems in open configura-
tions. Today, client/server architectures are seen as the current intennediate step on the way 
from mainframe-oriented to collaborative (peer-to-peer) computing [Lew95]. Nevertheless, 
service-oriented communication is an important paradigm for open distributed systems [Adl95] 
and must hence be captured by coordination models. But because client/server communication 
is restricted to the exchange of request/reply pairs, other communication fonns like e.g. for 
group communication can not be modeled adequately. Hence, coordination models for open 
systems need to be more general in their applicability. 
As an alternative approach to object interoperability by trader-based schemes, the program-
ming language Java [AG96] recently attracted broad attention. Java is a fully-featured object-
oriented progranuning language with concurrency abstractions based on a thread concept. It' s 
major benefit is a tight coupling to the World Wide Web (WWW) for which a mechanism for 
dynamic software loading across physically distributed and potentially heterogeneous systems 
has been developed. This mechanism, together with Java' s interpreted code execution, enables 
the development of mobile code which is a crucial feature for the vision of autonomous software 
agents roaming around the Internet. 
Unfortunately, the communication abstractions provided by the Java runtime system are 
rather low-Ievel, like datagrams, sockets, and a wrapper to access documents in the Web. There 
are no suitable abstractions for expressing behaviour and interactions of active agents. This is 
where generative coordination models come into play, as we already outlined above. 
3 Objective Linda 
We will now introduce the coordination model Objective Linda which we use as the basis of 
this work. A complete description can be found in [Kie96a]. Objective Linda is based on the 
foundations of Linda and has been designed in order to meet the requirements of open systems. 
We start with its language-independent object model, then outline how multiple object spaces 
can be handled cleanly in open systems, and complete by presenting the set of operations on 
object spaces. 
3.1 Objective Linda' s Object Model 
Since the goal is to model open systems, a language-independent object model is necessary. 
In Objective Linda, objects to be stored in object spaces are self-contained entities; their inter-
face operations only affect their encapsulated object state. The objects are iQstances of abstract 
data types which are described in a language-independent notation, called Object Interchange 
Language (OIL). Actual prograrns may hence be written in conventional object-oriented lan-
guages to which a binding of the OIL types (e.g. to language-Ievel classes) can be declared. In 
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OlL, alt types fonn a type hierarchy having a common ancestor called OILnbject which de-
fines the basic operations needed by all tipes. OlL allows subtyping according to the "principle 
of substitutability" [WZ88] such that an object of type S which is a subtype of T can be used 
whenever an object of type T is expected. 
3.1.1 Object Matching in Objective Linda. 
Objective Linda' s object model treats objects as encapsulated entities which can only be ac-
cessed via their interface routines defined by the corresponding type. Consequently, object 
rnatching (the process of identifying objects to be retrieved frorn object spaces) in Objective 
Linda is based on object types and the predicates defined by type interfaces. A potential reader 
has to specify the type of object it wishes to obtain from an object space and additionally a 
predicate from the type interface which selects the objects of a given type matching a specific 
request. Because OlL' s subtype relations provide types which can be used as replacements for 
their supertypes, object matching will also consider objects of subtypes of the requested type. 
Denoting the type of objects areader tries to obtain can be achieved by passing an object as 
a parameter to the operation. The type of this object can be easily deduced. Passing a predicate 
is a little bit more difficult. In Objective Linda, the matching predicates are directly integrated 
into the types on which they operate. Therefore, the type OIL_object provides a predicate match 
which takes an object of the same type as parameter and returns a boolean value deciding 
whether a given object matches certain requirements. Several variants of matching a type can 
be selected by presetting the encapsulated state of the object provided to a matching operation, 
which we call a template object in the foIlowing. 
3.1.2 Evaluating Active Objects. 
According to Linda' s eval operation, we will call the activity of an agent the evaluation of 
an active object. In favour of a homogeneous model, passive as weIl as active objects are 
characterized by their OlL type. The mechanism used to specify this activity is similar to 
object matching: the type OIL...object provides an operation called evaluate whose behaviour is 
redefined by every type of objects that will become active. Similar to the match operation, the 
behaviour of this operation may depend on the object' s state before its evaluation. 
In Linda, active tuples are treated as functions and are converted into passive tuples after 
tennination, yielding their results. In contrast with this functional view, Objective Linda treats 
active objects as encapsulated and reactive agents. Hence, the eval operation activates objects 
which simply disappear after tennination. Analogous to Linda, active objects are invisible to 
operations in charge of retrieving passive objects from object spaces. Hence, the behaviour of 
agents can only be observed by monitoring the passive objects they produce and consume. 
3.2 Multiple Object Spaces in Objective Linda 
Configurations in Objective Linda consist of two kinds of objects: (active as weIl as passive) 
OlL objects, and object spaces. Active objects have, from the moment of their activation on, 
access to two object spaces: (1) their context which is the object space on whlch the correspond-
ing eval operation has been perfonned, and (2) a newly created object space called self which is 
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directly associated to the object. With this basic mechanism, hierarchies of nested object spaces 
can be built providing hierarchical abstractions for sukonfigurations. 
The restriction to exactly the context and self object spaces is not powerful enough in order 
to generally express coordination problems. Therefore, we need a mechanism allowing agents 
to attach to other, already existing object spaces. This mechanism should reftect that object 
spaces are not part of agents but are accessed by references. This is necessary because object 
spaces must by their very nature be shared between agents. 
In order to avoid problems with direct (low level) references as weB as with global nam-
ing schemes, it is necessary to introduce a construct (based on the generative communication 
mechanism) which allows agents to attach to existing object spaces. Objective Linda therefore 
introduces a special subtype of OIL_object which is called object space logical. Logicals com-
bine a reference to an object space with a logical identification such that an object space can be 
found by matching properties of logical objects. These properties can of course be customized 
to application needs by subtyping. 
Agents willing to let others attach to object spaces they are already attached to simply create 
a logical object including the reference to the object space to be made available which also 
contains a convenient logical identification for that object space. This logical is then out' ed to 
an object space. An agent a willing to attach to object space n must call a special operation 
called attach on the object space 0 in which the corresponding logical object for n is stored. 
This operation has two effects: (1) 0 verifies that n can be attached to (is reachable, allows 
attachment, etc.), and (2) returns a reference to n which is locally useful to a. 
3.3 Operations on Object Spaces 
Besides the adaptation of the Linda model to object-orientation, Objective Linda also provides 
an improved set of operations on object spaces. Improvements concern on one hand the block-
ing semantics of operations which can be customized by a timeout parameter. On the other 
hand, operations take multisets of objects instead of single tuples as in Linda. 
3.3.1 Operation Blocking. 
The operations in the original Linda model have been designed without consideration of open-
ness. As a consequence, the blocking operations for putting an object into an object space (out), 
for consuming an object (in), and reading an object (rd) assume unrestricted access to the data 
space and may hence block infinitely in case of open systems where access to an object space 
may fail due to transient problems. 
Furthermore, semantics ofthe non-blocking versions of in and rd (inp and rdp) imply access 
to a data space as a whole: these operations are defined to immediately return, indicating a 
failure when there is no object matching a given request. Their semantics must be slightly 
modified for open systems: operation failure of inp and rdp should indicate "no such object 
could be found (in the moment)", reftecting the fact that synchronization based on the absence 
of a certain object is impossible in open systems. 
In order to allow customization of agent behaviour between immediately failing and in-
finitely blocking, Objective Linda introduces a timeout parameter to all of 'its operations that 
determines how long an operation should block before a failure will be reported. It can vary 
between zero and a value indicating an infinite delay. 
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3.3.2 Multisets of Objects. 
Linda' s ability to retrieve only one object at a time from an object space is simple and ele-
gant, but unfortunately too restrictive. It is e.g. impossible to non-destructively iterate over 
all objects of a certain kind [BWA94]. Additionally, synchronization problems can be dealt 
with more adequately when multiple objects may be consumed atomically from object spaces. 
These observations lead to the introduction of multisets of objects as parameters and results of 
operations on object spaces. in and rd specify multisets of objects to be retrieved by two param-
eters, namely min and max. min gives the minimal number of objects to be found in order to 
successfully complete the operation whereas max denotes an upper bound allowing to retrieve 
(smali) portions of all objects of a kind. An infinite value for max allows to retrieve all currently 
available objects of a kind. 
While multi sets of objects are necessary for in and rd, they have no substantial benefits 
for out or eval. But for consistency and simplicity reasons, we use multisets of objects for all 
operations on object spaces. 
3.3.3 Operation Specification. 
We can now specify Objective Linda' s operations on object spaces. We use a binding to the 
C++ language as n·otation. 
bool out ( MULTISET *m , double timeout ) 
Tries to move the objects contained in m into the object space. Returns true if the opera-
tion completed successfully; returns false if the operation could not be completed within 
timeout seconds. 
MULTISET *in ( OIL_OBJECT *0, int min, int max, double timeout ) 
Tries to remove multiple objects o~ ... o~ matching the template object 0 from the object 
space and returns a multiset containing them if at least min matching objects could be 
found within timeout seconds. In this case, the multiset contains at most max objects, 
even if the object space contained more. If min matching objects could not be found 
within timeout seconds, the result has a NUß value. 
MULTISET ud ( OIL_OBJECT *0, int min, int max, double timeout ) 
Tries to return clones of multiple objects o~ ... o~ matching the template object 0 and 
returns a multi set containing them if at least min matching objects could be found within 
timeout seconds. In this case, the multi set contains at most max objects, even if the 
object space contained more. If min matching objects could not be found within timeout 
seconds, the result has a NUß value. 
bool eval ( MULTISET *m, double timeout ) 
Tries to move the objects contained in m into the object space and starts their activi-
ties. Returns true if the operation could be completed successfully; returns false if the 
operation could not be completed within timeout seconds. 
OBJECT ...sPACE *attach ( OS.LOGICAL 0, double timeout) 
Tries to get attached to an object space for which an OSLOGICAL matching 0 can be 
found in the current object space. Returns a valid reference to the newly attached object 
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Figure 1: Two cars with intersecting paths. 
space if a matching object space logical could be found within timeout seconds; otherwise 
the result has a NULL value. 
int infinite-"1atches 
Returns a constant value which will be interpreted as infinite number of matching objects 
when provided as min or max parameter to in and rd. 
double infinite_time 
Returns a constant value which will be interpreted as infinite delay when provided as 
timeout parameter to out, in, rd, and eval. 
4 An Example: Collision Avoidance 
We will now illustrate the suitability of Objective Linda as a platform for implementing multi-
agent systems by an example. The scenario described below models the problem of collision 
avoidance in the traffic domain and has been inspired by the work in [vM92]. Our example is 
of course overly simplified because our intention is to present Objective Linda as a platform for 
MAS, rather than intelligent behaviour of the agents themselves. 
In our example, agents are concerned with steering cars. Cars drive in a (cyc1ic) grid which 
is shown in Fig. 1. Because Cars may drive in the four directions up, down, left, and right, the 
driveways occasionally intersect. It is the agents' task to avoid collisions in such cases. 
We propose a solution in which the agents communicate via an object space. Every agent 
puts an object of type Position into the object space which carries the agent' s identification 
as well as its position on the grid. When changing its position, an agent consumes (using in) 
the Position object with its own identification and replaces it by a new one with the updated 
position. 
Whenever an agent wants to make the next step in its desired direction, it has to check first 
whether it can do so safely. For this purpose, our agents follow the "right-goes-first" priority 
rule as it is well-known from street traffic. For this purpose, an agent first checks whether it 
can rd a Position object for the grid position directly in front of it, in Fig. 1 shown in light-
grey colour. lf there is such an object, the agent' s car will not move but wait. lf there is no 
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class position : public OIL_OBJECT{ 
private: bool rnatch-positioni // switching the matching mode 
public: int X,Yi // the grid position 
int cari // the car's id 
bool match(OIL_OBJECT* obj){ 
if (rnatch-position) 
return ( (((Position*)obj)->x == x) && 
(((Position*)obj)->y Y) )i 
else 
return ((Position*)obj)->car == cari 
} i 
set~tch-position() 
set_match_car ( ) 
rnatch-position truei 
rnatch-position falsei 
} i 
Figure 2: Source code of a C++ class Position 
such object, there is still the possibility of a collision in case a second car will approach on an 
intersecting path, as it is shown in Fig. 1. For this case, the agent checks for a Position object 
for the grid position in its right-front, in the figure shown in dark-grey colour. Again, if there is 
such an object, the car stops. Otherwise it moves on. This behaviour is shown as a C++ class 
Car in Fig. 3. 
We claim this solution to be adequate for modeling active agents in open systems, because 
there is no centralized control instance and because agents operate autonomously and asyn-
chronously, and without global knowledge about the number or kinds of cars running in the 
system. Consequently, agents may join or leave the system at any point of time completely on 
their own behalf. 
Figure 2 sketches the source code of a C++ class Position and demonstrates how Objective 
Linda provides communication abstractions on an adequate level. The focal point of an Ob-
jective Linda type for passive objects is its match routine. Position objects are matched in two 
different ways: By car id (for updating) and by grid position (for collision avoidance). One can 
easily see how this can be performed: An agent creates a template Position object and sets (as 
desired) corresponding values either for the car id, or for the position. Finally, it either calls 
set..match.position or set..match...car in order to preselect the matching mechanism. Then, the 
template object can be used as a parameter for in or rd operations. 
Whereas the scenario outlined so far shows the simplest of the possible cases, one can think 
of several extensions that can be easily supported by Objective Linda: 
• A first improvement might be to enlarge the agents' range of vision. In order to control 
an area instead of single grid points, one might easily extend Position' s match routine 
to match positions in given intervals. Hence, an agent might retrieve information on all 
other cars in a certain area within one multiset retumed by the rd operation . 
• One might also consider scenarios with multiple (grid) areas, each represented by a sepa-
rate object space. These areas might be connected by gates, represented by object-space 
logicals. Hence, car agents might dynamically change their context object space by using 
Objective Linda' sattach operation. 
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class Car public OIL_OBJECT{ 
private: int X,Yi 
int cari 
// the grid position 
// the car's id 
direction diri 
void wait(){}i // wait for 
void evaluate() { 
// the direction to move 
an arbitrary (random) interval 
} i 
) i 
MULTI SET m = new MULTISETi 
position *Pi int nx,ny,pX,PYi 
while (true) 
} 
m->put(new Position(id,x,y» i 
(void)context->out(m,context->infinite_time) i 
wait () i 
// store next position to move to in nx and ny 
nx = ... i ny = ... i 
P = new Position(id,nx,ny) i p->set_match-position() i 
m = context->rd(p,l,l,O) i 
if ( m ) { // there is a car in front of us 
delete mi delete Pi 
} 
else 
} 
p 
m = 
p = 
delete Pi 
// store position with priority in px and py 
px = ... i py = ... i 
P = new Position(id,px,py) i p->set_match-position() i 
m = context->rd(p,l,l,O) i 
if ( m ) { // there is a car with priority 
delete mi delete Pi 
else { / / move! 
x = nxi Y nYi 
delete Pi 
new positioni p->car = idi p->set_match_car() i 
context->in(p,1, l,context->infinite->time) i 
m->get()i delete Pi 
Figure 3: Source code of a C++ dass Car 
• Finally, one might think of systems with different kinds of vehides that could be repre-
sented by objects of different subtypes of Position. For purposes of collision avoidance, 
car agents would still try to rd objects of type Position. Because Objective Linda' s match-
ing considers subtyping, agents could get objects of several subtypes of Position in one 
multiset for a given range. 
For different purposes, agents might look directly for a subtype e.g. in order to answer 
the question "is there a truck available?" 
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5 Conclusion 
Multi-agent systems need more than the simple (low-Ievel) communication abstractions as 
they are provided by RM-ODP, CORBA, or languages like Java. Coordination models, esp. 
Objective Linda which has been designed to meet the requirements of active agents on open 
systems, provide such abstractions on a higher and hence better-suited level. With the example 
of collision avoidance given in the previous section, we have illustrated the benefits of our 
approach. 
We are currently experimenting with a prototype implementation of Objective Linda for 
the C++ programming language based on PVM [GBD+94] as communication platform. First 
results are encouraging and we have also shown that interoperability between heterogeneous 
platforms is generally feasible for languages like C++ when communication is based on Ob-
jective Linda [Kie96b]. In order to improve interoperability between heterogeneous platforms, 
we plan to provide the Objective Linda model to Java prograrns as our next step. 
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Abstract 
In this paper I will discuss the suitability of the new programming language Java for Agent 
Oriented Programming. If one roughly defines agents as a combination of distribution, 
communication, pro-activeness, knowledge representation and problem solving, then Java 
fits well for the first three points but lacks means for the last two. 
1 Introduction 
Java is a new programming language ([5]), developed at Sun Microsystems, currently in wide 
use for applications in the World Wide Web, obviously an open distributed system. 
Agent Oriented Programming is a progranuning technique based on agents as conceptual 
entities. Agent Oriented Progranuning can be used for solving problems in programming open 
distributed systems, such as communication, coordination, by means of Artificial Intelligence, 
such as knowledge representation, inference and reasoning mechanisms; for connecting expert 
systems in distributed problem solving scenarios, that means introducing a concept of distribu-
tion into AI techniques. 
In this paper I will discuss, where Java is appropriate for Agent Oriented Programming and 
what is missing. 
2 Agent Oriented Programming 
Agent Oriented Programming as discussed in [8, 7, 2] reHes on the assumption, that a complex 
distributed software system can be programmed as a set of communicating, interacting, knowl-
edge based software entities, called (software) agents. An agent consists of components for 
perceiving its environment (sensors); for keeping an internal state (e.g. knowledge base); for 
communicating and interacting with other agents (need for a common language); for establish-
ing and performing actions, based on the current internal state and the environment to achive 
some goal (e.g. planning, reactive behavior), or by taking the inititiative. 
Looking at these four basic properties one can characterize different agent architectures. 
First the agents internal state can be based on mentalistic notions, such as knowledge, belief, 
intention. The agent then uses these notions to generate the next action to perform. This is not 
reflexive but deliberative behavior. The agents (planning) inference procedure computes a set 
of actions, appropriate to achive some goal, the preferred of which the agent actually performs 
([3,6]). 
Alternatively the intern al state can be described as a set of (environmental) condition to 
action rules, or a fixed coupling of sensors to actors (e.g. via artificial neuralllets). Selecting an 
action then means to match the current environment against the rule conditions, or is even not 
necessary ([1]). 
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Independent from the specific architecture in most systems the different agent components 
run in parallel or are intended to run in parallel. So the agent can perfonn actions while per-
ceiving the environment or receiving messages from other agents. 
l.From all the above points one can derive requirements to a programming language, suitable 
for Agent Oriented Programming. This language has to provide means to express parallelism, 
to implement communication between processes on different computers, to access sensor data, 
to represent knowledge, to infer implicite knowledge and to plan actions in order to achieve 
some goal. 
3 Java 
If we look at the Java programming language then some of the above requirements are already 
fullfilled. 
But let us first review the language. The most important properties of Java are: 
object orientation: Java programms consist of class descriptions, defining the state and the 
behavior of the class itself and its objects. 
independence from operating system, portability: This is achieved by compiling Java source 
code to Java Byte Code and interpreting it on a Java Virtual Machine, implemented for 
the most available operating systems. 
parallelism: Threads provide a means to express parallel flows of execution using the same 
address space. Processes are available too. 
intemetworking: A Java application is able to communicate to another application somewhere 
on the Internet using the Socket facility. Sockets implement the TCPIIP communication 
protocoll. Despite of this very simple communication mechanism a Java application is 
able to communicate to a WWW entity using the http protocoll implemented within the 
URLclass. 
The most abstract communication mechanism, currently available, allows for addressing 
remote objects and remotely invoking their methods. This can be done with the RMI (re-
mote method invocation) package, provided by Sun, or with one of the different CORBA 
implementations. 
database access: The RDBC package provides access to relation al databases. 
Let us discuss one point in more detail: parallelism. Originally an object oriented program-
ming language provides the concept of passive objects. An Object just reacts on invocation of 
its methods, no other object will be executed at this time. There is one flow of execution. By 
implementing threads Java introduces the concept of active objects. A thread is a single flow of 
contro!, running in parallel to other threads using the same address space. So we can have more 
than one active object at the time during runtime. 
On single processor machines one needs, of course, a mechanism for simnlating parallelism: 
a scheduler. The Java runtime system contains a scheduler based on thread priorities in contrast 
to time slicing. This is sometimes annoying because the programmer itself has to take care, 
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wether all threads get executed some time. In part!cular he has to programm friendly threads 
releasing control within an appropriate time by one of four methods to get in a blocked state. 
The common address space allows for an easy way of inter-thread-communication: the use 
of shared data. A synchronization mechanism is, of course, needed in this case. The Java 
runtime system therefore provides the means of monitors, guaranteering that only one thread at 
a time is allowed to access some code block. 
4 Discussion 
Let us match the requirements for Agent Oriented Programming against the properties of Java 
and discuss some other proposed languages. 
Obviously Java fits weIl the distribution, parallelism and communication requirements. The 
different agent parts can be implemented as threads. The main thread will be the reasoning and 
planning thread. The intern al state should be accessible from all threads. 
In case of communication probably a new layer is required implementing a protocoll for 
interaction between agentsi This layer has to ensure that agents use the same representation 
language and the same context ontology. If this layer will be built using the Java socket classes, 
then a naming service is required too. In fact there already exists a collection of classes im-
plementing an agent template based on sockets supporting KQML (Java Agent Template by 
H.R. Frost, Stanford University). If it instead will be implemented upon a CORBA implemen-
tation the naming service is for free. 
So Java supports the distribution and parallelism part of agents. But Java does not give 
us direct support for knowledge representation, reasoning and planning. There are no classes 
included in the JDK for this purpose. Java is missing the AI part of agents. But there is no 
reason, why this could not be implemented. 
In Shohams Agent-O ([7]) just this part is most important. He takes a weIl established 
AI language such as Lisp and Prolog as a basis and simulates communication, parallelism and 
distribution. So this language lacks at least this agent part. Of course, it is possible to implement 
this part using a more suitable language and then import it into the AI language. Obviosly these 
means lie beyond the original intention of those languagesand work within side effects. 
Just the other extrem we will get using java, and we can see it already in some systems, 
for instance the TUB-MAGIC system implemented in Smalltalk. Distribution and parallelism 
are simulated, however. But it shows another interesting aspect of agents: persistency. The 
internal agent state can be saved and recovered on restarting the system. This feature of object 
persistency will be available in future JDK releases too. 
So it is possible to improve a language suitable for parallelism, distribution and communica-
tion by AI techniques instead of improving an AI language by means of parallelism, distribution 
and communication. Ifwe take for instance the communication mechanisms required by Agent-
o or Cuncurrent METATEM, then their implementation is very easy in Java. 
In order to access sensor data one probably has to implement drivers in a lower level lan-
guage, like C. Fortunately Java provides a way to include foreign code. 
There are some additional aspects of Java, usefull for Agent Oriented Programming. First 
it is (at least should be) independent from the underlying operating system. The Java network 
classes provide means to implement service and information agents. Applets provide a stan-
dard interface (WWW browser) for accessing agents (personal assistent). Methods for object 
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migration support the implementation of mobile agents. 
5 Conclusion 
From the above statements it is dear, what is missing and what have to be done. The above 
mentioned agent template can only be a first step. At least it implements a communication 
layer for KQML being more suitable for agent interaction. But this layer should be buHt upon 
CORBA or RMI and not upon sockets. What is complete1y missing in this template and as 
already said in Java is the agents AI part. 
So different representation and reasoning mechanisms should be implemented by means of 
object orientation. An Agent Oriented Programmer can then choose the most appropriate one 
for his actual problem. The agents should use a standard agent communication language, like 
KQML. Such message layer should use techniques from distributed object oriented program-
ming, such as CORBA or ODP, and not reinvent the wheel. 
However, AI techniques could improve broker or trader architectures for instance by content 
based search for finding appropriate services. 
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Abstract 
ALP is a logic-based language for modelling intelligent behaviour in a dynamic envi-
ronment. Originated in the tradition of production systems both the recognition and action 
phases are substantially improved. An incremental bottoIQ-up reasoning mechanism en-
ables the recognition of complex situations in achanging world. Situations are described 
in a purely declarative manner by means of aHorn clause program. This logic-based com-
ponent is embedded in a concurrent procedural language, which serves to describe the 
corresponding reactions of the agent. 
1 Introduction 
Production systems are widely used as tools to build expert systems, where they act as a decision 
making system, mostly in a static domain. In the last few years they gained increasing attention 
in distributed artificial intelligence as a basic cognitive model for intelligent agents [5]. Again 
the rules are the basic building blocks for the decision making process: how should the agent 
react in a certain situation. 
An example for the use of a production system is the multi agent test-bed Magsy [2]. Each 
agent is an OPS5 [3] interpreter extended with the capahility of asynchronous message passing. 
Every agent has its own autonomous control and local knowledge and communicates through 
sending facts to one another. This system has been used for building a distributed planner for 
flexible manufacturing plants, in which the each machine is modelled as an agent. (Another 
application of Magsy can be found in [7].) 
This is an example that shows the suitability of production systems for modelling reactive 
behaviour. An agent is part of a dynamic environment. It continuously analysis its situation, 
activates its own goals and acts according to them. Since the further development of the envi-
ronment is unpredictable in principle, the agent must be prepared for a variety of possible events 
and has to be ahle to react with adequate behaviour patterns. The recognize-act cycle of pro-
duction systems make them well suited for event-driven programming, which is an important 
basis for building reactive agents. 
But production systems suffer from two substantial drawbacks, which restrict their useful-
ness for the mentioned applications: 
1. The rule selection process utilizes a very simple pattern matching concept with little ex-
pressive power. The condition parts of the rules are composed solely of fact patterns as 
primitives. There is no concept to abstract condition expressions under a new name. So 
one cannot compose complex expressions out of other expressions. 'Consequently one 
cannot use recursive fonnulas to select a rule. 
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2. The action parts of the roles are simple sequences of actions without any control struc 
tures. Complex procedural operations have to be scattered to several roles, whel"e_by th 
user is forced to manage the execution context by her own. 
In this view OPS5 is a completely unstructured language, regarding both the description of 
conditions and the formulation of procedural actions. Therefore any larger program gets very 
hard to manage, since it consists of one large fiat role set with no obvious inner structure. (The 
early visions for production systems, that each role is an independent source of knowledge, 
that their interplay emerges without additional effort and that complex problems can be solved 
without describing procedures, soon turned out to be not very realistic.) 
The simple condition language has another disadvantage. The situations to be recognized by 
the agent are in general too complex to be expressed in the condition part of a single role. Thus 
there is need for firing roles just to do the situation recognition. As a result complex situations 
cannot be described declaratively. Since OPS5 has no built-in construct to undo the effects of 
a role firing, the user has to provide additional roles to monitor and maintain the recognized 
situations. (Think about maintaining the transitive c10sure of achanging relation.) 
With ALP (Agent Logic Programming) we propose a new architecture. It preserves the ad-
vantages of production systems (reactive, symbolic, event-driven computation) and introduces 
new concepts to overcome the drawbacks mentioned. 
An ALP process consists of two conceptual components (see figure 1). The first part handles 
knowledge abstraction and situation recognition. They are described by means of aHorn c1ause 
logic program. This program is evaluated by a bottom-up inference engine according to a purely 
declarative semantics. This logic-oriented component of ALP (which we refer to as the ALP 
knowledge base) infers continuously the set of deducible facts from a varying set of asserted 
facts. 
The second part is the procedural control component. It executes a concurrent impera-
tive program and describes the actions to take in the individual situations. These actions are 
triggered by the recognition of corresponding situations and in turn modify the facts in the 
knowledge base. 
To be linked with the outside world the agent needs capabilities to perceive and to act. Per-
ceived information is stored as messages in the knowledge base. External actions are effected 
through special primitives in the procedural part. 
2 ALP Knowledge Base 
The ALP knowledge base applies Horn c1ause logic with negation as failure and function sym-
bols in order to handle knowledge representation and abstraction, situation recognition and 
decision making. It consists of a logic program, a fact base and a forward-chaining inference 
machine. 
The basic expressions of the logic language are predicates, which come in three fiavors: 
Extensional predicates are containers for those facts that may be asserted or retracted through 
actions or perception. Intensional (or derived) predicates are defined by the c1auses of the logic 
program and are interpreted by the deduced facts. Built-in predicates provide for some basic 
functions, e.g. arithmetic operations. Accordingly the fact base contains two sets of facts, 
asserted and deduced ones. 
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The inference machine continuously maintain the set of deduced facts in dependence of the 
current set of asserted facts and in correspondence to the logic prograrn. This is an incremental 
and active reasoning process. All changes in the extensional part of the fact base will cause 
corresponding changes in the intensional predicates. This active bottom-up processing is an 
essential property for obtaining reactive, event-driven agent behaviour. In contrary to produc-
tion mIes, the clauses (or mIes) of the knowledge base have a logical meaning. They have 
conclusions instead of actions and the conclusions are only valid as long as their premises are. 
To bring things in relation to OPS5, the logic program corresponds to the set of all condition 
parts of the production mIes, the extensional fact base corresponds to the working memory and 
the intensional fact base can be compared with the conftict set of OPS5. 
The main difference to OPS5 is that derived predicates now have names and can be used in 
the definition of other predicates. This has two effects: Firstly, predicates can be written in a 
more structured fashion in the sense, that you can express complex situations in tenns of sim-
pler situations instead of being forced to express everything in terms of extensional predicates. 
Secondly and even more important, this opens the ability to define recursive predicates, which 
greatly improves the expressive power. 
In the following example, it is assumed that human and par are extensional predicates. 
The two clauses define the same-generation relation based on the parent relation. 
sgc (X, X) ~ human (X) . 
sgc(X/Y} ~ par(X/Xl} I sgc(Xl/Yl} I par(Y/Yl}. 
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The knowledge base supports two types of queries: snapshot queries return the actual fact 
set of a predicate; monitor queries are requests to inform the client about every change oi the 
monitored predicate. The latter type enables reactive behaviour in the corresponding situations, 
as the emergence of a fact of a monitored predicate may trigger suitable actions to perform in 
the recognized situation. 
3 The Inference Process 
Bottom-up evaluation is a current research topic in deductive databases [8]. One difference is 
that the ALP knowledge base operates in main memory instead of secondary storage. More-
over, the ALP inference process employs an active incremental algorithm whereas deductive 
databases usually process queries on request, one after another and without saving intermediate 
results. In spite of those differences we can make use of some results of the research in deduc-
tive databases: we adopt the welljounded semanties and we employ magie set transformations 
to speed up the evaluation. 
To define the meaning of aHorn clause logic program, several model-theoretic semantics 
have been studied. The minimal Herbrand model is the most basic one. It applies only to 
programs without negation. More general, if a program uses negation only outside of recursive 
paths, the program is called stratifiable. In this case the perfect model semantics supplies the 
program with a natural meaning. 
These restrictions are overcome by the well-founded models semantics [4]. It allows arbi-
trary combinations of negation and recursion. In this sense it is the most universal one, though 
this generality has its price. Some programs only have a partial model, meaning that some facts 
may have an undefined truth value (e.g. in the program { p ( a) f- ..., p ( a) . } the fact p (a) 
is regarded neither true nor false). We believe that this is no real restriction in practice, so we 
choose this semantics for the ALP knowledge base evaluation process. 
The evaluation process is realized basically as an extension ofthe well-known RETE algo-
rithm [3]. In a first step the logic program is translated into an equation system of relational 
algebra. Then this system is mapped onto a directed graph, where the nodes are either algebraic 
operations or places to store the corresponding relations. The graph can be seen as a directed 
constraint network. As soon as one relation is modified, these changes are propagated through 
the network until it is stable again, meaning that all equations are satisfied. This method realizes 
the required activeness and incrementallity of the deduction process. 
In the presence of recursive defined relations the algorithm has to be extended in two ways. 
In the case of recursion without negation a mechanism has to ensure, that there do not re-
main facts supported solely by themselves without a valid derivation (this is a typical reason 
maintenance problem). Whereas recursion with negation needs to be handled according to the 
definition of the well-founded semantics. We have developed a extended version of the RETE 
algorithm that handles both cases. As this goes beyond the scope of this paper, we omit the 
details here. 
Another technique we adopt from deductive databases is the magic set transformation [1] -
with the following background. Compared to top-down evaluation the bottom-up approach has 
one basic drawback mainly effecting its efficiency: it is not goal directed. 'A naive bottom-up 
evaluation generates the complete model of the logic program with respect to a given extensional 
fact base, regardless whether the generated facts are relevant for the current queries or not. 
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Nevertheless, bottom-up evaluation can be extended to behave in a goal directed manner. The 
key idea is to distinguish between input and output arguments of a predicate. The intention is, 
to generate only that part of the corresponding relation that matches a given set of input values. 
These input values may be known from the query; or they may be obtained while evaluating the 
body of a clause: after generating the answer sets for some subgoals this information is passed 
sideways to constrain the input arguments of the remaining subgoals. This reduce the number 
of generated facts dramatically without effecting the query result. Moreover, this enables us to 
handle infinite relations, as long as they are finite for given input values. Lastly, predicates can 
now be thought of and used as procedures or functions that map their input values to a set of 
output values. 
Evaluation of a predicate should take advantage of bound input arguments. For this the 
constraints on the input arguments have to be pushed backward through the clauses as far as 
possible in order to inhibit the generation of unnecessary facts. This idea can-be realized by 
program transformations during compile time. They are known as the family of magic set 
transformations. There has been much research effort to develop transformations which work 
even in the presence of recursion and negation [6]. We believe that the application of these 
techniques will have a great impact on the efftciency and usability of our system. 
4 Procedural Control 
So far the ALP knowledge base serves as a powerful tool to recognize complex situations. It has 
to be complemented with procedural concepts to describe the actions to take in those situations. 
One possibility is to use the knowledge base as a library in a conventional imperative pro-
gramming language, e.g. C++. In general such languages are not very weH suited for symbolic, 
event-driven programming. 
Alternatively one can follow the traditionally production system approach by linking se-
quential action scripts to some of the intensional predicates. As mentioned before, this archi-
tecture lacks the concept of an execution context. So the user must manage this context by her 
own to link the pieces of a complex procedural structure together. 
According to this we propose to introduce a special procedurallanguage into ALP. Until 
now we have not defined this language in detail, so we list only some of the intended features 
here. 
The primitive actions available are modifications of the knowledge base, Le. assertions 
and retractions of extensional facts. Furthermore, extern al actions like sen ding a message or 
effecting the physical world have to be included. 
Control structures on the other hand make the further progress of the procedure dependent 
on the result of knowledge base queries. In addition, the results of the queries can be bound to 
variables, which in turn can be used in subsequent actions or control structures. 
Control structures can have an immediate or a waiting semantics, depending on whether they 
employ a snapshot query or a monitor query. The former correspond to constructs in sequential 
programming languages, like if-then-else, the latter are closer to the rule concept of production 
systems. 
Additionally, the language should provide for concurrency constructs, like thread genera-
tion, tennination and prioritized scheduling. 
Procedures containing these constructs can be translated into equivalent sets of production 
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mIes. So these language constructs can be treated as abbreviations or macros that automatically 
manage execution context and thread scheduling. 
5 Conclusion 
The ALP architecture combines a deductive knowledge base with a concurrent procedural con-
trol component. This structure reftects a basic model for intelligent agents. On the one side an 
agent has to represent its current beliefs about the world and itself. This knowledge has to be 
represented on different abstraction levels. Higher levels model the agent' s view of its situation 
and current goals. The ALP knowledge base is a tool to describe such abstraction processes by 
Horn clause logic in a purely declarative manner. On the other side an agent has to change the 
world as weIl as its own beliefs and intentions. Procedures are a natural way to describe these 
active aspects. We think that the presented combination of declarative and procedural concepts 
results in a weIl suited programming model for reactive, intelligent agents. 
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Abstract 
In object-oriented frameworlcs, the interactions between objects are often complex and 
difficult to understand. In this paper, "interaction protocols" are introduced as a means to 
describe object interactions. The interface definition language "lPOL", an extension of 
OMG's IDL, is introduced for specifying object interactions. Besides making object-
oriented system descriptions more readable by explicitly representing inter-object 
behaviour, interaction protocols can be used to detect programming errors: it is decidable 
at compile-time whether an object interacts correctly according to an interaction protocol. 
Moreover, interaction protocols apply to several levels of abstraction, because complex 
interaction protocols may be composed hierarchically out of simpler ones. 
1 Introduction 
Modem object-oriented software development focuses more and more on object composition 
instead of inheritance as the main means to build complex software systems. Frameworks 
[Joh93] and Design Patterns [G+95] are the two most prominent areas where object 
composition and the interaction between composed objects play a crucial role. Language 
support for expressing interactions that are more than one-time operation invocations, though, 
is lacking. 
For example, consider the interface of a Manager object for resource management with two 
public operations lock and unlock. Typically, interactions between a Manager and its clients 
are such that for each invocation of lock, the following invocation at Manager' s interface has 
to be that of unlock. Currently, longer-tenn interactions that span more than one invocation 
need to be represented using sequences of invocations, with no means to group such sequences 
at the interface level. Moreover, interfaces of objects take a one-sided perspective: they only 
describe the operations that are to be perfonned by a server. There is no support for describing 
interactions that involve actions of a client, for example a ca1lback of Manager, during 
execution of lock, to its client's operation getlD, in one interface together with lock and 
unlock. Rather, a separate interface for appropriate clients has to be introduced, with no 
apparent connection between lock and unlock on one hand and getlD on the other band. 
Consequently, other forms of interaction than clientlserver, as e.g. producer/consumer, 
modeVview/control1er, or exporter/trader/importer, are not expressible either. 
In this paper, an extension to the CORBA-IDL [OM95], ca1led "!PDL" for Interaction 
Protocol Definition Language, is proposed for describing generalized interfaces for long-term, 
high-level, composite, and multi-role interactions. 
1. An interaction protocol describes the interaction interface between two ·or more objects 
from an external perspective, so that interfaces are independent from single classes, and an 
involved roles in an interaction are described explicitly. 
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2. For each object that participates in an interaction, the interaction protocol defines Ihe ob-
ject' s allowed and expected behaviour in tenns of causal connections between interactions. 
3. Complex interaction protocols can be built by specifying allowed sequences of simpler 
interaction protocols, which caters for the description of interactions at different levels of 
abstraction. 
2 Interfaces and IDL 
In this section, we give a short overview about the CORBA IDL and how it is used in the 
context of distributed systems. 
The interface description language CORBA-IDL is used to describe client/server interfaces. 
For each interface, a number of operations and attributes are specified which have to be 
supported by servers implementing that interface. For example, an interface of a Manager 
object that manages the locking of a shared resource would be specified as follows in IDL (see 
Fig. 1) 
interface Manager ( 
void lock(in MClient c); 
void unlock(); 
}; 
Fig. 1: Manager interface describedin IDL 
Note that in the IDL itself (i.e., without using conunents) there is no way to specify that each 
invocation of lock must be followed by an invocation of unlock. 
If, for detecting deadlocks, the Manager object needed to call a getID operation for processing 
lock, the corresponding method signature needs to be included in a separate interface for 
MClient (see Fig. 2), making getID accessible for any object that has a reference to a MClient 
object, at any time. It is not possible to express that the ID of a MClient may only be requested 
by a Manager during its execution of the lock operation. Moreover, the interaction between a 
Manager and a MClient object, which was designed by considering both sides at once, has to 
be described in two separate parts. 
interface MClient ( 
short getID(); 
}; 
Fig. 2: MClient interface described in IDL 
The CORBA-IDL describes interfaces of objects that are possibly distributed over several 
processing nodes. To allow transparent access to distributed objects, IDL files are used for 
generating stub classes for both the client and the server side. The client-side stub implements a 
proxy object that from the client object's perspective is indistinguishable from the actual server 
object. The proxy object forwards all operation requests to a corresponding server-side stub, 
which implements a driver object that calls the server object, so that from the server object's 
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perspective, this call is indistinguishable from a local client's call. After the operation is 
completed by the server object, the operation's return value is forwarded from the driver object 
to the proxy object, which returns the value to the dient object. 
For our example of Manager and MClient, fOUf helper dasses would be generated by a 
CORBA stub generator: one proxy dass and one driver dass for each of the two interfaces. As 
we will see in the next section, it is possible to generate only two helper dasses, if the allowed 
interaction between Manager and MClient was described as one interaction as opposed to two 
interfaces. 
3 Protocols and IPDL 
In this section, the Interaction Protocol Definition Language (IPDL) , an extension to the 
CORBA-IDL, is described. To distinguish between a CORBA-IDL interface definition and a 
IPDL interaction protocol definition, IPDL definitions start with the keyword "interaction" 
rather than "interface". However, "interface" definitions using the old style are still valid in 
IPDL, and they implicitly define two roles "Client" and "Server". 
There are two main differences between an interface definition and an interaction protocol 
definition. One is that it is no longer true that for each interface, there is always one client role 
which issues requests, and one server role which services requests. Rather, multiple roles may 
be defined, and actions such as issuing or servicing a particular request may be assigned to 
each of those roles. Other actions such as sending or receiving a message, or forwarding a 
message or arequest, may be defined as weil. The other difference is that a protocol may be 
given that constrains the order in which actions may happen. 
We can convert the example of section 1 into IPDL in two steps: in the first step, the two 
interfaces are combined into one interaction definition with two roles Manager and MClient. 
In the second step, the protocol to be obeyed by the two roles is added. 
interaction Mutex ( 
}; 
roles MClient, Manager; 
Oneway(MClient, Manager) void lock(); 
Invocation(Manager, MClient) short getID(); 
Oneway(Manager, MClient) void lock....granted(); 
Invocation(MClient, Manager) void unlock(); 
Fig. 3: Mutex interaction described in IPDL, version I 
ln Fig. 3, the two roles Manager and MClient are described in one interaction definition. The 
combined interaction is called Mutex. The actions (which were "operations" in CORBA-IDL 
terms) have been annotated by either lnvocation or Oneway, primitive actions for operation 
invocation and message passing, respectively. For each such action declaration, the 
participating roles are given in parentheses, for specifying which role is the sender or the 
receiver of a Oneway, and which role is the caller or the callee of an lnvocation. The reason for 
splitting the lock operation into two parts, lock and lock....granted, will be explained shortly. 
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Note that the order in which the action declarations are given does not imply that the actions 
may only happen in this particular sequence. 
To defme such a sequence, or more genera1ly, to constrain the possible orderings of actions, a 
protocol may be defmed at the end of an interaction protocol definition. In Fig. 4, the protocol 
for the proper interaction between Manager and MClient is given. The language for defming 
such protocols allows to express them at the level of regular expressions, with constructs for 
sequences, alternatives, and repetition, in order to make the problem of comparing protocol 
definitions statically decidable. In this example, sequencing of actions (using ";") and repetition 
(using "loop ( ... }") is used. To allow the callback getlD while the Manager processes the lock 
request, the former operation lock had to be split into two Oneway messages lock and 
lock.-$ranted. 
interaction Mutex { 
... definition 0/ roles and action declarations ... 
protocol: 
loop { 
lock; 
getlD; 
lock.-$ ranted; 
unlock; 
}; 
}; 
Fig. 4: Mutex interaction described in IPDL, version 2 
To remedy this, IPDL allows parameterization of interaction protocol definitions. In particular, 
Invocation, although being a primitive action, is a parameterized interaction protocol which 
may be defmed as seen in Fig. 5. If no action is given as parameter, the non-action "nop" is 
used as adefault for inner. It might be surprising that the actions which are used to define an 
interaction protocol are themselves defmed as interaction protocols. This allows interactions to 
be defmed at severa1levels of abstraction. In fact, even the Mutex interaction protocol may be 
used to build more complex protocols. In the fmal version of Mutex (Fig. 6), to make it more 
reusable, an "inner" parameter is introduced for Mutex as weH. 
interaction lnvocation<inner=nop> ( 
} 
Oneway(Caller, Callee) void arguments( ... argument types ... ); 
Oneway(Callee, Caller) ... return type ... result(); 
protocol: 
arguments; 
inner; 
result; 
Fig. 5: Interaction protocol Call 
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interaction Mutex<inner=nop> ( 
roles MClient, Manager; 
Invocation(MClient, Manager) void lock(); 
Invocation(MClient. Manager) void unlock(); 
Invocation(Manager. MClient) short getID(); 
protocol: 
loop { 
}; 
}; 
lock< 
getlD; 
>; 
inner; 
unlock; 
Fig. 6: Mutex interaction described in IPDL, version 3 
Using only sequences, loops, and alternatives may seem too restricted to describe all kinds of 
protocols. However, more complex protocols may be approximated by our restricted protocol 
defInition language, which was designed to enable static checking of protocol obeyance. To 
show that non-trivial protocols indeed can be described in IPDL, a second example is given in 
Fig. 7. DatabaseAccess describes a low-Ievel (Le. non-transparent) interface to an object-
oriented database. A Client, after registering with a beginTransaction message, may issue read 
or write requests as long as the Server responds with accept and not with reject (which 
indicates that the transaction conflicts with another transaction), and until an endTransaction 
message is sent by the Client. In this example, the notation for alternatives is used ("select 
( I <branchl> I ... I <branchn> }"), and the modifier "[exitsJ" is used to denote actions that 
cause the enclosing loop to be ended. 
Because all partners of an interaction are known, in contrast to the CORBA-IDL, only one 
stub class for each role in that interaction has to be generated. If it is required by the protocol, 
each stub class for a specifIc role may act both as a proxy and a driver for the object which 
plays that role. For instance, for DatabaseAccess, two stub dasses DatabaseAccessClient and 
DatabaseAccessServer, shown in Fig. 8, are generated (currently, Java [AG96] is used as the 
target language). Note that so far, the stub generator generates explicit communication 
operations; the generator will be extended so that it may generate code for implicit 
communication operations as weIl (such as only one blocking operation for read instead of 
sending and receiving two messages for each read). The dass DatabaseAccessClient will 
interact with the object playing the Server role, while DatabaseAccessServer will be the stub 
dass that interacts with the Client. The actual code for the generated operations is not shown. 
It checks whether the specifIed protocol is obeyed, and provides for the communication with 
the corresponding other stub. 
As mentioned earlier, obeyance of a protocol may be checked at compile-time. The runtime 
checks which are included in the generated stub classes are needed only when. using an existing 
object-oriented language for the implementation of objects. In the next section, we will discuss 
how an object-oriented language like Java may be extended to allow for compile-time checking 
of protocol obeyance. 
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interaction DatabaseAccess { 
roles Client, Server; 
Oneway (Client, Server) void beginTransaction(); 
Oneway (Client, Server) void write(in DBObject 0, in DBAttribute a, in DBValue v); 
Oneway (Client, Server) void endTransaction(); 
Invocation(Client, Server) DBValue read(in DBObject 0, in DBAttribute a); 
Oneway(Server, Client) void accept(); 
Oneway(Server, Client) void reject(); 
{ 
loop { 
beginTransaction; 
loop { 
select { 
I accept; 
I reject{ exits}; 
} 
select { 
I read; 
I write; 
I endTransaction; 
select { 
I accept{ exits}; 
I reject{ exits}; 
} } } }} } 
Fig. 7: Interaction Protocol Definition for DatabaseAccess 
dass DatabaseAccessClient extends DatabaseAccessProtocol ( 
void receive_beginTransaction() { ... } 
} 
Message receive_read_write_endTransaction() { ... } 
void send_read_result(DBValue result) { ... } 
void send_accept() { ... } 
void send_reject() { ... } 
dass DatabaseAccessServer extends DatabaseAccessProtocol ( 
void send_beginTransaction() { ... } 
} 
Message receive_accepcreject() { ... } 
void send_read_request(DBObject 0, DBAttribute a) { ... } 
Message receive_read_result() { ... } 
void send_write_request(DBObject 0, DBAttribute a, DBValue v) { ... } 
void send_endTransaction() { ... } 
Fig. 8: generated stub classes for DatabaseAccess 
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4 Implementing Objects 
While interaction protocols specify sequential interaction behaviour, objects are allowed to 
play several roles concurrently (or interleaved), so that they can engage in more than one 
interaction at the same time. Every possible interaction that an object can perfonn with other 
objects has to be associated with a role that the object plays in that interaction. This implies 
that all actions of an object that are visible to other objects must be described in some 
interaction protocol that specifies corresponding actions in those other objects. 
The set of roles that an object plays constitute its interface. Because the different roles of an 
object are considered to be of equal importance, there is no special treatment for the "callee" 
role(s) of an object. Thus, the common view of an object as a provider of a set of services, 
each service represented by a public method of the object, would restrict the roles that an 
object can play. To overcome this restriction, in the proposed object implementation language, 
a class specifies the possible sequences of (inter-)actions that its objects are able to perforrn. 
Subsequences of interactions can be given a name, to allow reuse of method-Ievel entities 
where appropriate. 
Conformance of an object to a specific role of an interaction protocol can be defined informa1ly 
as the fulfillment of the other roles' expectations in that interaction. To fulfill these 
expectations, an object has to obey the following two rules: 
1. Whenever, at a given state of the interaction, the object is active (it is the object's choice 
what subinteraction to perform and when), only one of the subinteractions allowed to occur 
from that state may be chosen. 
2. Whenever, at a given state of the interaction, the object is passive (another object is active), 
it must be able to handle any subinteraction allowed to occur from that state. 
To allow full computability power for objects, an object's implementation must include parts 
that cannot be taken into account when checking role conformance, such that - as expected -
not all protocol errors (deadlock) can be detected statically. However, the behaviour 
information encoded in the interaction protocols is a good approximation to behaviour for 
which conformance still is decidable. 
In order to check at compile-time whether an object conforrns to a role, the descriptions of 
object behaviour with respect to that role must be reducible to regular expression-like process 
specifications. Thus object implementations should build upon constructs similar to the 
building blocks of IPDL protocols: sequence, active and passive selection, and active and 
passive repetition constructs. Currently, an extension to the object-oriented language Java that 
contains these constructs is under development. The two main problems that remain to be 
solved are how to integrate the "normal" implicit acceptance of operation requests by the 
methods of an object with a more process-oriented view in which the control flow can be 
extracted easily, and how to handle inheritance. 
Note that the proposed model allows subtyping: the ability to assign objects of different types, 
each of which conforrns to a more general type, to a variable having this general type. The 
proposed language should explicitly support subtyping in that object references always are 
references to objects in a specific role, and not to the objects themselves, and a behaviour-
sensitive subtype relation on roles can be defined. 
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However, inheritance as a means to generäte new c1asses out of existing ones only by defining 
the incremental changes that have to be applied to the code of the original c1ass, is not very 
easily supported. One might think of possibilities to allow to specify incremental changes to 
classes in the proposed model, but. in general, subclassing does not necessarily imply 
subtyping. In particular, for concurrent object-oriented programming, the proposed model 
does not solve the inheritance anomaly. 
5 Related Work 
This work is in the tradition of the work on Contracts [H+90, HoI92], in that it allows forthe 
specification of interaction behaviour of objects, such that each object' s expectations can be 
made explicit. Unlike Contracts, the specification of interaction behaviour is designed such that 
it can be used for static checks whether a given object composition conforms to the behaviour 
specifications. 
At the same time, the work is in the tradition of Oscar Nierstrasz' work on "Regular Types for 
Active Objects" [Nie93]. in that it describes the interaction behaviour in terms of process 
specifications that can be checked for equivalence at compile-time. This paper takes a new 
approach to the interfaces of objects, however, in that not only the servers' roles are specified, 
such that servers can make assumptions about how they are used by clients; additionally, the 
clients' roles are taken into account as weil, and that in general the collective behaviour of 
groups of objects can be specified, specifying what interaction behaviour each object in the 
interaction can expect from the other objects. 
Additionally, this work is related to research of Allen and Garlan on Wright [AG94a, AG94b], 
where a software architecture language is defrned that captures the protocol between 
connected software architecture components. Unlike in Wright, interaction protocols are 
hierarchical in that protocols can be hierarchically nested, which paralleis the use of methods in 
object-oriented programming. 
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